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Abstract
When operating in unknown environments, autonomous vehicles must perceive and un-
derstand the environment ahead in order to make effective navigation decisions. Long
range perception can enable a vehicle to choose actions that take it directly toward its goal,
avoiding dead ends. In addition, the perception range is critically important for ensuring
the safety of vehicles with constrained dynamics. In general, the faster a vehicle moves, the
more constrained its dynamics become due to acceleration limits imposed by its actuators.
This means that the speed at which an autonomous agent can safely travel is often governed
by its ability to perceive and understand the environment ahead. Overall, perception range
is one of the most important factors that determines the performance of an autonomous
vehicle.
Today, autonomous vehicles tend to rely exclusively on metric representations built
using range sensors to plan paths. However, such sensors are limited by their maximum
range, field of view, and occluding obstacles in the foreground. Together, these limitations
make up what we call the metric sensing horizon of the vehicle. The first two limitations
are generally determined by the weight, size, power, and cost budget allocated to sensing.
However, range sensors will always be limited by occlusions.
If we wish to develop autonomous vehicles that are able to navigate directly toward a
goal at high speeds through unknown environments, then we must move beyond the sim-
ple range-sensor based techniques. We must develop algorithms that enable autonomous
agents to harness knowledge about the structure of the world to interpret additional sensor
information (such as appearance information provided by cameras), and make inferences
about parts of the world that cannot be directly observed.
We develop a new representation based around trajectory bundles, that makes this chal-
lenging task more tractable. Rather than attempt to explicitly model the geometry of the
world in front of the vehicle (which can be incredibly complex), we reason about the world
in terms of what the vehicle can and cannot do. Trajectory bundles are designed to capture
an abstract concept such as the command “go straight and then turn towards the right” in
a concrete and actionable manner. We employ a library of trajectory bundles to reason
about the layout of obstacles in the environment based on which bundles in the library are
predicted to be feasible. Trajectory bundles provide a lens through which we can look at
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perception tasks, allowing us to leverage machine learning tools in much more effective
ways for navigation.
In this thesis we introduce trajectory bundles, and develop algorithms that use them
to enable perception-driven planning. We develop a trajectory clustering algorithm that
enables us to construct a set of trajectory bundles. We then develop a Bayesian filtering
framework that enables us to estimate a belief over which trajectory bundles are feasible
based on the history of actions and observations of the vehicle. We test our algorithms
by using them to navigate a simulated fixed wing air vehicle at high speeds through an
unknown environment using a monocular camera sensor.
Thesis Supervisor: Nicholas Roy
Title: Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In order to safely move through the environment, an autonomous vehicle must have aware-
ness of the obstacles ahead of it so that it can plan collision free paths. Many autonomous
systems assume that such information will be known ahead of time, however there are many
situations where accurate prior maps of the environment will not be available. If we wish
to develop truly general autonomous vehicles, we must imbue them with the capability to
navigate through unknown environments.
Over the years, there has been a large amount of research on algorithms for combining
sensor data into maps that can be used for planning. These algorithms aggregate, and
interpret the history of measurements taken by the vehicle’s sensors as it moves through the
environment. Unfortunately, most of the area covered by such observations will be behind
the vehicle, and therefore not particularly useful unless the vehicle needs to backtrack and
return through an area.
Indeed, much of the work in robotic perception and mapping focuses on understanding
where the vehicle has been rather than where it is going. If we wish to enable autonomous
agents to move faster, and more directly through environments for which they do not have
access to prior knowledge of the geometric extent and layout of obstacles, we will need to
give them algorithms that enable better awareness and understanding of the environment
through which they will travel. Today, this information is generally measured by range
sensors (such as lidar, or stereo cameras) that directly inform the vehicle about the distance
to obstacles. However, the limitations of such sensors mean that in practice, the vehicle
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Figure 1-1: A picture of the robust robotics group’s autonomous fixed wing aircraft flying
in a parking garage area. During the flight depicted the vehicle had access to a prior map
of the environment. This thesis seeks to develop algorithms that could enable the vehicle
to not require a map ahead of time.
will not have sufficient lookahead range to make good navigation decisions. To overcome
these limitations, new algorithms for inferring information about the areas that is not di-
rectly measurable by range sensors are needed. These algorithms will allow vehicles to
make better decisions, and choose better actions than is currently possible when relying
exclusively on information that is directly measurable by its range sensors.
Such issues are especially pertinent for a fast moving fixed-wing air vehicle navigating
among obstacles, such as the one developed by our group [14], shown in in figure 1-1. The
vehicle has highly constrained dynamics since it cannot slow down below the minimum
speed required to maintain lift for flight, and cannot change direction instantaneously. As
a result it must be able to perceive and reason about the environment sufficiently far ahead
to plan safe paths.
Fixed wing air vehicles are just one example of a vehicle configuration that has highly
constrained dynamics. Many wheeled robots, such as car-like vehicles have a minimum
turning radius. In general, any vehicle with actuation limits will not be able to stop or
change its direction of travel instantaneously. As a result, such vehicles must make naviga-
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tion decisions well in advance of when they arrive at constraining obstacles.
As the dynamics of the vehicle become more constrained, it is increasingly important
for the vehicle to reason about what it will do further into the future. An intuitive analogy
is to think of driving a car. At low speeds, the car can stop in a few feet, or swerve to avoid
a collision. However, as the car goes faster, the stopping distance increases dramatically,
as does the minimum turning radius. When driving on the highway, it is very important for
the driver to look far ahead for oncoming hazards.
Even for an idealized holonomic vehicle with direct control over its velocity, extending
the planning lookahead is very important. For such vehicles, lookahead is needed to take
direct paths through the environment. Without sufficient lookahead, the vehicle will behave
myopically. It will follow walls and enter cul-de-sacs that require backtracking to exit. This
results in unnecessarily long routes.
At present, autonomous vehicles tend to rely exclusively on metric range sensors such
as laser range-finders or stereo cameras to sense obstacles, and inform navigation. How-
ever, range measurements will always be limited in a number of ways. All sensors have
a maximum usable range at which they can sense obstacles. In figure 1-2(a), we depict
the measurements provided by a 5m lidar sensor. The limited range means that the vehicle
will have very little information about the surrounding environment through which it will
travel. Even if the vehicle has access to a significantly longer range sensor, such as the 30m
lidar sensor depicted in figure 1-2(b), obstacles in the foreground will occlude the view of
the sensor, and the vehicle will not have any information beyond the occlusion points. We
use lidar sensors for reference since stereo and other range sensors are similar but typically
with greater range uncertainty. Taken together, these limitations form what we refer to as
the metric sensing horizon. When creating a map from the range measurements, the mea-
surements usually partition in the world into three classes. Obstacles are marked where
the range measurements occur. Free space is marked between the location of the vehicle
and the measured obstacle. Finally, areas beyond the metric sensing horizon are labeled as
unknown. This leaves the question of how a planner should treat the unknown regions that
lie beyond the metric sensor horizon, as depicted by the gray regions in the figure 1-2.
Often, roboticists treat unknown region as obstacles, and enforce a motion constraint
15
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 1-2: An illustration of the limitations of range sensors. Figure (a) shows the limited
information provided by a 5m range sensor. The vehicle pose is depicted by the orange
triangle, and the goal is the green square. White areas are regions known to be free space,
grey are unknown regions, and red are known obstacles. Figure (b) shows the information
provided by a 30m range sensor. Even with the significantly greater range, there is still a
significant amount of ambiguity caused by the occlusions in the foreground. (c) A camera
image taken from the vantage point of the robot. While the image does not directly provide
metric range information about the distances to obstacles, it provides a large amount of
contextual information that can be leveraged to inform planning and decision making.
that the vehicle never plan a path that enters it. As a result, the metric sensing horizon ef-
fectively limits the range at which we can make navigation decisions, limiting the kinds of
motion the vehicle can safely execute, and causing myopic behavior. Such motion limita-
tions are often acceptable for slow moving holonomic vehicles, however, if want to develop
more agile and fast moving vehicles, we will need to use information beyond simple range
measurements to reason about the unknown areas of the environment.
We believe that the best way to extend the planning horizon of autonomous vehicles
is to leverage the full range of available information about the environment. Texture and
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lighting information from passive monocular camera imagery can provide cues about what
the vehicle can do from a very long range, but do not directly provide information about the
geometry. The shape of the front side of an obstacle provides clues as to what the backside
might look like since many objects have symmetries. However, since such sources of in-
formation do not directly provide information about the layout of environmental structures,
we must infer the structure from cues contained in the data. Fortunately, we can rely on
past experience to distinguish between the likely and unlikely explanations. For example,
as a person, we can rely on our knowledge of pillars, cars, and the general layout of similar
parking garage structures to interpret the image in figure 1-2(c).
Autonomous vehicles can leverage past experiences from similar environments to in-
terpret its sensors, and make inferences about the areas beyond the metric sensing horizon.
This inference in effect extends the perception horizon significantly beyond the metric sens-
ing horizon, thereby improving the navigation performance of the vehicle.
1.1 Perception-Driven Planning
Let the state of the vehicle at time t be denoted st. Motion planning algorithms seek to find
a sequence of actions that will take the vehicle along a collision free path
τ = {sinit, . . . , si, . . . , sgoal} (1.1)
between an initial state sinit, and a goal state sgoal. The trajectory must obey the dynamics
of the vehicle given as
st+1 = f(st, a) (1.2)
where a ∈ A is a specified action. The action space A may be discrete or continuous, the
exact form is not important for our purposes.
Motion planning algorithms often assume that the geometry of the environment (map)
is known ahead of time. The map provides a function that indicates whether each position
p ∈ Rd is in collision.
M(p)→ {0, 1} (1.3)
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The dimensionality d is either 2 or 3 depending on whether the vehicle is constrained to
operate on a plane (usually ground vehicles, but sometimes a useful simplification for air
vehicles). Often the function M takes the form of an occupancy grid, or a set of polygonal
obstacles.
A collision checking function C(s,M) uses the map to determine whether the vehicle
extends into occupied space from state s.
C(s,M)→ {0, 1} (1.4)
It returns the value 1 if the vehicle is in collision. The collision checking function provides
access to the configuration space of the robot [79]. Sample based motion planners gener-
ally leave the configuration space implicit, however, for some problems it is preferable to
precompute a map of the configuration space.
Even with complete information about the layout of obstacles in the environment, find-
ing a collision free path can be a very challenging problem. The planner must search over
the set of all possible paths to find one that is feasible. Some algorithms seek to go further
and identify the minimum cost path from the set of all feasible paths. Here cost can be any
metric on the trajectory, but is often distance, or time.
If the action space of the vehicle is continuous then there are an infinite number of pos-
sible trajectories that the vehicle could take. Even if A is discrete, the number of possible
trajectories is exponential in the number of time steps. Planning algorithms must therefore
be smart about how they search over possible paths and performs collision checking to gain
computational tractability.
Often, the search is broken up into many smaller pieces that are stitched together to form
a complete trajectory. If the state and action spaces of the vehicle can be discretized, then
dynamic programming can be used to efficiently search over the space of paths. For contin-
uous planning problems, sample based motion planning algorithms such as the RRT [74]
incrementally grow a tree of trajectories that sparsely explore the collision free space. At
any given time, the planner solves for the path between two points ignoring obstacles, and
then collision checks the resulting path segment.
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When the environment is not known ahead of time, the vehicle must use its sensors to
develop an internal representation that enables it to perform collision checking. At each
time step, the vehicle will receive new information about the environment, and should
therefore compute a new plan that accounts for its improved understanding of the world.
Such approaches are generally called receding horizon planning [103]. Receding horizon
planning approaches are also employed in situations where the dynamics of the vehicle are
complicated enough that computing a complete path to the goal with an accurate dynamics
model takes too much time.
In these situations, rather than compute a path all the way to the goal, it is useful to
focus more computation effort locally, and then use a heuristic (or approximate planner) to
connect the local plan with the goal. The local planner creates a plan out to the planning
horizon, and then the heuristic is used to estimate the “cost-to-go” from the end of the plan
to the goal. The distance to the planning horizon dictates how far ahead the vehicle will be
able to detect and react to obstacles or other decision points.
To accelerate local planning, rather than searching over all possible local trajectories, it
can be useful to simply test a representative set of trajectories. The computational effort of
generating trajectories can be performed offline by precomputing a library of trajectories
L0 that take the vehicle from the origin out to the planning horizon. At each time step, the
trajectory library Lt can be quickly generated by simply applying a rigid body transform
to L0 such that it originates from the current state st. The motion planning problem is then
reduced to simply picking which of the trajectories in Lt to follow. Normally, the planner
checks each trajectory for collisions, and then uses a cost-to-go metricH(τ, sgoal) to choose
between the feasible trajectories.
τt = argmin
τ∈Lt
F (τ,M)H(τ, sgoal) (1.5)
Here the F (τ,M) is a function that determines whether trajectory τ is feasible in the current
environment.
F (τ,M) =
1, if C(s,M) = 0 ∀s ∈ τ0, otherwise (1.6)
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The vehicle executes one or more steps along τt before replanning to select τt+1.
When the environment is unknown, the approach above breaks down since M is not
available to use as an input to F (τ,M). In these situations, a very common approach is to
aggregate the sensor measurements Z into a map of the environment.
Mt = m(Z1, . . . , Zt) (1.7)
Here m() is an arbitrary function that builds a map from sensor data. This allows the same
collision checking function to be used, and planning can proceed as before.
τt = argmin
τ∈Lt
F (τ,Mt)H(τ, sgoal) (1.8)
The map can be thought of as a sufficient statistic of the vehicle’s knowledge of the envi-
ronment. The function m() and the form of M have a significant influence on the accuracy
of collision checking.
In the face of noisy and ambiguous sensor data, the intermediate map representa-
tion may actually be a hindrance to effective planning rather than a useful organizational
paradigm. To incorporate information from such data, it may be more effective to learn
models that predict whether each trajectory is feasible directly from the sensor measure-
ments.
F (τ, Z1, . . . , Zt, )→ {0, 1} (1.9)
This function can then be used to choose the trajectory to follow.
τt = argmin
τ∈Lt
F (τ, Z1, . . . , Zt, )H(τ, sgoal) (1.10)
By directly predicting the feasibility of trajectories from data, we frame the collision
checking task in terms of a set of binary classification problems. This is beneficial because
it makes it easy for the prediction model to leverage large amounts of historical training data
to help it interpret the currently observed raw sensor data. As such, the approach makes
it easier to use relevant information in the data that does not directly provide information
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(a) (b)
Figure 1-3: Two corridors with very different geometry, but similar feasible trajectories.
For planning purposes, there is no reason to expend effort modeling all of the intricacies of
the tree trunks and branches.
Photos courtesy of Flickr users raulc and residae via Creative Commons, respectively.
about the environmental geometry.
Another benefit of directly predicting the feasibility of trajectories is that it transforms
the problem from reasoning about the geometry of the world to reasoning about what the
vehicle can and cannot do. Reasoning about the world in terms of trajectory feasibility,
summarizes the relevant information about the environment at the appropriate level of fi-
delity for planning. There are many environmental structures that have very different ge-
ometries, yet result in the same set of feasible trajectories. If we only reason about the
trajectory feasibility, we abstract away all of the complexity of the environment geometry
that is not relevant to determining whether a trajectory is feasible.
For example, consider the two “corridors” in figure 1-3, one formed by a flat wall on
either side, and the other from rows of trees. In both situations a vehicle such as the one
shown in figure 1-1 will only be able to fly straight ahead. However, while the configuration
space representation of the two scenes may be the same,the true underlying geometry is
wildly different. Modeling the flat walls as planes can be done easily, but the geometry
of the trees is more complex and not trivially modeled in the same way. While it may be
obvious to a person looking at the figures that there is no reason to model all the details
of the branches, determining the proper threshold on fidelity a priori is quite challenging.
By reasoning about the environment in terms of feasible trajectories, we gain invariance
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to details of the geometry that do not influence the actions of the vehicle. We must only
reason about factors that are significant enough to influence navigation decisions. In this
way, we gain access to the configuration space of the vehicle without first requiring us to
model the geometry of the obstacles.
The abstraction provided by reasoning in terms of trajectories is particularly relevant
for air vehicles that should never make contact with the environment. For a ground vehicle,
modeling each surface in the environment is often very important, such as whether the
surface is covered with grass or tall brush. However, for an air vehicle, the concept of
interest is purely the 3D geometry of the environment and the details of the surface property
are generally irrelevant.
While directly predicting trajectory feasibility provides a number of nice properties,
it is still an extremely challenging classification problem. The function relating the input
sensor data and the output label is extremely complicated. In addition, the concept that
we are asking the classifier to learn is sensitive to small changes in the environment. If a
trajectory passes close to an obstacle, then a small shift that is imperceptible in the input
features may be the difference between a sample being labeled as feasible or not. As
such, the function relating the input to output can be unstable in many regions, which
makes learning particularly challenging. To mitigate these issues, we reframe the prediction
problem in terms of predicting trajectory bundles, which provides a more abstract concept
to learn.
1.2 Trajectory Bundles
Reasoning about the world in terms of the feasibility of all possible trajectories provides
some invariance to the structure of the environment, but such exhaustive reasoning remains
sensitive to the exact locations of the constraining obstacles. Such fine details can normally
be handled by replanning once the vehicle gets closer to the obstacle. From longer ranges,
the vehicle only needs coarse guidance for the general direction that it should follow.
In this thesis, we develop a new representation based around a library of trajectory
bundles. A trajectory bundle provides a compact, high level concept that we can use to
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abstractly reason about what the vehicle can and cannot do in the environment surround-
ing it. This abstraction frames the learning problem in a manner that is less sensitive to
minor changes in the perceptual input and environment layout, thereby making the learn-
ing problem easier, resulting in more effective predictions. For decision making purposes,
the predictions about the feasibility of the trajectory bundles are mapped back onto the
underlying library of trajectories.
A trajectory bundle β is composed of a set of similar trajectories1 taken from the pre-
computed library of trajectories L0.
β = {τ 1, τ 2, . . . , τm}, β ⊂ L0 (1.11)
A trajectory bundle can be thought of as consisting of the set of trajectories corresponding
to a high level description of a sequence of actions such as: “go straight for a while, and
then turn towards the right”. A key insight of our approach is that it often much easier to
reason about high level abstract concepts, especially in the face of noisy and ambiguous
data.
A trajectory bundle is considered to be feasible if any of the component trajectories are
feasible in the current environment.
F (β) =
1, if ∃τ ∈ β : F (τ) = 10, otherwise (1.12)
For clarity, we drop the input data that collision checking depends on, and simply refer to
collision checking a trajectory as F (τ). By defining feasibility in this manner, the trajectory
bundle captures a homotopy-like notion similar in spirit to the one developed in Knepper
et al. [67]. Homotopy [8] is a mathematical concept from algebraic topology defining the
set of paths between two points that can be continuously deformed between one another
without colliding with an obstacle. While the mathematical notion of homotopy is used for
inspiration, without a single start and goal for all paths, it is not directly applicable.
1Trajectory shape similarity is an inherently ambiguous notion. We will discuss similarity metrics for
trajectories in chapter 4.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1-4: Illustration of the difficulty of determining the feasibility of a trajectory as
compared to trajectory bundle. It is quite difficult to determine whether the red trajectory
in (b) is feasible in the environment depicted in (a). However, one can be quite confident
that a trajectory similar to the red one is feasible. In this case, the red trajectory does clip
the inside corner, however a number of the blue trajectories are collision free. In contrast,
it is obvious that none of the trajectories in (b) are feasible in the environment depicted in
(c).
The invariance to minor changes in the environment layout provided by trajectory bun-
dles translates into a concept that is easier to reason about since predictions need not be as
specific. In the face of noisy or ambiguous sensor data, it can be easier to make an approx-
imate decision about feasibility, rather than need to determine the exact metric geometry of
the environment.
For example, if we ask whether the red trajectory in figure 1-4(b) is feasible in the envi-
ronment depicted in figure 1-4(a), one would be hard pressed to answer without explicitly
measuring or overlaying the trajectory on top of the map. The red trajectory is not in fact
feasible in figure 1-4(b) since it brushes against the corner in the turn. While the red trajec-
tory may not be feasible, it is clear that a trajectory similar to the red one should be able to
make the right turn without clipping the corner. Therefore, one should have a much easier
time answering whether any of the blue trajectories in figure 1-4(b) are feasible. In contrast,
it should be clear that none of the trajectories are feasible in the environment depicted in
figure 1-4(c). The exact details of the specific trajectory are less important than the overall
shape of the route. A trajectory bundle is designed to capture this notion.
We employ a library of trajectory bundles to represent the set of options available to
the vehicle. The state of the environment is captured by a bitvector indicating which of the
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(a) X = [11111] (b) X = [10001]
(c) X = [00100] (d) X = [00100]
Figure 1-5: An example trajectory bundle library with five bundles. Each bundle consists
of trajectories of the same color. The images show the mapping between a potential envi-
ronment and which trajectory bundles are feasible. In environment (a), all five are feasible,
whereas in (b), two are feasible. In (c) and (d), only one bundle is feasible.
bundles in the library are feasible.
X = [F (β1), F (β2), . . . , F (βn)] (1.13)
For example, consider the simplistic trajectory bundle library depicted in figure 1-5(a).
The library has five bundles roughly corresponding to the actions left, right, straight, left-
straight, and right-straight. If we are facing down a hallway, then only the bundle pointing
down the hallway is feasible, and the rest would be infeasible, as shown in figures 1-5(c)
and 1-5(d). The corresponding trajectory bundle library state is X = [00100]. The open
space environment depicted in figure 1-5(a) corresponds to the bitvector X = [11111].
The exact composition of the trajectory bundle library, both in terms of the number and
composition of the trajectory bundles, as well as the underlying trajectories is up to the
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designer. In chapter 4 we will describe the process that we used to develop the trajectory
bundle library used in this thesis.
1.3 Estimation of Trajectory Bundle Feasibility
To use trajectory bundles for planning, we must develop algorithms for estimating which
bundles are feasible from noisy sensor data. To accomplish this, we frame the problem
as a state estimation problem where we estimate the state of the environment in terms
of trajectory bundles. Due to the uncertainty in the sensor data, we cannot know which
bundles are feasible with certainty. As a result, we will instead estimate a belief over
which trajectory bundles are feasible in the current local environment. Bayes filtering has
been shown to be an effective approach for such estimation problems [113].
While we assume a static environment, if we estimate the environmental layout from
the perspective of the vehicle, the motion of the vehicle translates into an apparent motion
of the environment relative to the vehicles coordinate system. This causes the set of fea-
sible trajectory bundles to vary in time in accordance with the surrounding environment.
Figure 1-6 shows the progression of which trajectory bundles are feasible as the vehicle
rounds the corner in a “T” shaped environment.
Let Xt be a bitvector of length n representing the state of the environment in terms of
the feasible trajectory bundles at time t. At each time step, the vehicle will take an action
at that takes it from its previous position to its current position. We can reason about the
effect that this action has on the feasible trajectory bundles by modeling the distribution
over the feasibility at time t as being drawn stochastically from a probability distribution
p(Xt|Xt−1, at). After each motion, the vehicle receives a new observation Zt from its
sensors. We can model the observation as being drawn from the distribution p(Zt|Xt).
We wish to maintain a belief over the state Xt
bel(Xt) = p(Xt|Z1:t, a1:t) (1.14)
The Bayes filtering algorithm computes this quantity recursively, basing the current esti-
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(a) X = [10001] (b) X = [00001] (c) X = [00011]
(d) X = [00010] (e) X = [00110] (f) X = [00100]
Figure 1-6: An animation of the sequence of feasible trajectory bundles as the vehicle
moves through the environment. The vehicle position is indicated by the orange triangle,
with the path followed trailing out the back.
mate of the belief on the previous belief bel(Xt−1). The algorithm splits the computation
into two steps: the control update step, which computes
bel(Xt) =
∑
Xt−1
p(Xt|Xt−1, at)bel(Xt−1) (1.15)
and the measurement update step
bel(Xt) = ηp(Zt|Xt)bel(Xt) (1.16)
where η is a normalizing constant.
The Bayes filter algorithm as presented here is an extremely general algorithm that can
be applied to almost any discrete estimation task. In practice, one must build models for the
probability distributions of interest, namely the observation model p(Zt|Xt), and the transi-
tion model p(Xt|Xt−1, at). These models must be structured such that they are informative,
while also ensuring that it is feasible to compute the summations and multiplications re-
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quired by the Bayes Filter algorithm.
For our problem, the transition probability distribution p(Xt|Xt−1, at) subsumes a num-
ber of factors, including the geometrical relations between the different trajectory bundles,
as well as the distribution over possible environmental layouts. Determining the parameters
of this probability distribution either analytically, or manually would be very difficult, so
in chapter 6 we present methods for learning approximations to this distribution from data.
Similarly, for very complicated sensors, such as the cameras, or laser rangefinders, it
may not be possible to analytically determine a reasonable generative model for the obser-
vations of the form p(Zt|Xt). Instead, in chapter 5 we will seek to develop discriminative
models that directly predict the value of Xt from features extracted from the raw sensor
measurements. These predictions are then incorporated into the Bayesian filtering frame-
work as pseudo-observations.
1.4 Thesis Goal
In this thesis we focus on developing algorithms that enable an autonomous vehicle to
navigate through an unknown environment. We are particularly interested in this problem
as it relates to navigation for vehicles with highly constrained dynamics, such as high speed
micro air vehicles.
A key technology that is required to enable this capability is the ability to model the
layout of the environment far enough ahead of the vehicle in order to avoid obstacles, and
make navigation decisions. Rather than building a more conventional occupancy map,
or other geometric representation of the environment, we leverage the trajectory bundle
representation.
We will determine whether we can create tractable models that accurately estimate
a belief over the feasibility of trajectory bundles, and use this belief to make effective
navigation decisions.
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1.5 Hypothesis
This thesis seeks to address the question of whether the abstraction of the metric envi-
ronmental geometry layout provided by reasoning about the world in terms of trajectory
bundles reduces the data and computational complexity of learning to predict the set of
feasible actions available to an autonomous vehicle.
1.6 Contributions
The key contributions of this thesis are:
• Development of the trajectory bundle library representation.
• A trajectory clustering algorithm that can divide a set of trajectories into subsets
containing similar trajectories. The trajectory clustering algorithm is used to partition
a dense trajectory library into trajectory bundles.
• A data driven prediction algorithm for predicting which trajectory bundles are feasi-
ble from monocular camera images.
• A conditional random field model for reasoning about higher level spatial structure
in the predicted trajectory bundles.
• A Bayesian filtering algorithm to estimate a belief over the feasibility of trajectory
bundles based on the history of action-observation pairs.
1.7 Organization
The chapters of this thesis describe the algorithmic components of our system. Chapter 2
provides a review of previous results in perception-driven mobile robot navigation. The
system and world model that we use to develop and evaluate our algorithms is presented
in chapter 3. We also describe a baseline trajectory library based planning system that is
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used to evaluate the importance of sensing horizon for our problem domain. We then de-
velop an algorithm for clustering vehicle trajectories in chapter 4. The trajectory clustering
algorithm is used to construct the trajectory bundle library.
In chapter 5 we focus on learning models to predict which trajectory bundles are fea-
sible from a single monocular camera image. A nearest-neighbor prediction system is
developed, and then enhanced by modeling the output of the predictor using a conditional
random field model. We then develop a Bayesian filtering algorithm to incorporate the
history of observations in the prediction of which trajectory bundles are feasible in chap-
ter 6. The resulting feasibility estimates are shown to significantly improve the navigation
performance.
In chapter 7 we present preliminary experiments where we apply some of the developed
algorithms on a real world dataset. Finally, we discuss some conclusions, and present
directions for future work in chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
Mobile robot perception and navigation are two of the fundamental challenges in the field
of robotics. As such, there has been a considerable amount of research on each of these
problems, as well as work that considers them jointly. In this chapter, we will provide some
background on the approaches from the literature that have been previously developed. We
will first discuss some commonly used representations for robot mapping and navigation,
these are the functions m(.) and representation M discussed in section 1.1. We then dis-
cus the approaches other authors have taken when solving developing robots that navigate
through unknown environments.
2.1 Environment Representations
There are a large number of environmental representations in use in robotic systems today.
The environment representation provides a way to predict various aspects of the world
as a function of the vehicle location. Each potential representation will entail trade-offs,
which may significantly impact the utility of the constructed environmental representation.
As a result, it is important to take into account the purpose for building the map when
thinking about these trade-offs. For example if the reason for the robot to build a map
of the environment is to provide situational awareness to human rescue workers that will
follow, then visual appearance may be more important than metric accuracy. For such
purposes, a texture mapped planar surface model [97] (such as is often used in rendering
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computer graphics) may be a good fit. Metric accuracy of the geometry is not particularly
important, and much of the fine details can simply be represented by 2D image patches.
Taken to the extreme, simply stitching together the acquired imagery, and projecting it
onto a sphere such as is done in Google’s Street View [2] can provide situational awareness.
Other representations such as a collection of surfels [47] also provide results that are more
visually informative, while not necessarily increasing the metric accuracy of the geometry.
On the other hand, if the map is being created to provide a survey of a building for
planning and equipment layout purposes, then metric accuracy is of extreme importance.
In such situations occupancy maps, or a polygonal representation of obstacles may be most
appropriate.
Representations For Planning
For the purposes of this thesis, we are interested in the setting where the representation is
being used for mobile robot navigation. This means that the representation will be used to
understand where the vehicle can and cannot go, and to make decisions about the actions
that the vehicle should take.
As such, we do not necessarily care about visual or metric accuracy in the representa-
tion as long as the representation enables a planner to choose a good path for the vehicle.
An analogy can be made to the concept of sufficient statistics in that as long as the repre-
sentation captures the necessary information about the environment for planning decisions,
the exact form of the representation does not matter.
In addition to their utility for planning, each of the possible representations present
trade-offs in terms of their ease of construction from sensor data. Certain representations,
may be very easy to use in a planner, but difficult to create from noisy sensor measurements.
On the other hand, representations that are simple to construct may not be easy to use for
planning.
Finally, since we are interested in the situation where the vehicle will be creating its
environment representation from noisy and ambiguous sensor data collected as it moves
through the environment, and it will be desirable to take into account the uncertainty in our
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estimates. Encoding this uncertainty is easier in some representations than others.
2.1.1 Point Clouds
Perhaps the simplest representation to construct from range sensor measurements is to sim-
ply aggregate the information into a point cloud. The measured ranges are projected from
the current pose of the vehicle, to determine the location of the measured point. These
points are then simply stored in a list, or other storage data structure.
While simple, point cloud representations do not summarize the raw underlying sensor
data, which can result in very high memory usage. In addition, the point cloud only models
the occupied regions of the environment, and does not model the free space. As a result, by
itself, the map does not allow us to differentiate between regions that we know to be safe,
and unknown regions.
In general, point clouds are post-processed to extract planes, or other geometric objects
from the data to generate a more complete representation for planning [95]. However,
probably the most common post-processing step is to bin the samples into grid cells such
as is done for occupancy mapping.
A hybrid solution presented in OCallaghan and Ramos [91] reasons about range mea-
surements as samples in a Gaussian process (GP). This provides the ability to reason about
the occupancy of areas, without having to assume independence between all measurements,
as is normally done for occupancy maps. Since the GP representation is continuous, it al-
lows the generation of variable resolution maps. In addition, the GP provides a covariance
measure that can be used to reason about the uncertainty in different areas. Smith et al.
[109] use also use GPs, but instead of modeling occupancy, they reason about the surface
measured by the range readings.
Vandapel et al. [118] develop a method for post-processing point clouds to fill free
space with overlapping spheres. Rather than accurately estimate the surfaces of obstacles,
they leverage the intuition that in many environments it is simpler to map and reason about
the free space exclusively. The overlapping free space spheres create a network of tunnels
through the environment. This network enables efficient online path planning with a low
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memory footprint. However, it is unclear how one could extend the work to operate in an
online situation instead of post-processing a complete point cloud.
Point cloud maps are one of the most commonly used representations in feature based
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [31], especially for visual SLAM, which
uses camera measurements [27]. In the computer vision literature, such techniques are
more commonly referred to as structure-from-motion [117] or bundle adjustment [115].
In general however, SLAM algorithms only model distinctive feature points that can be
reliably, and repeatably detected in the sensor data, such as corners. As such the maps are
generally quite sparse. In fact, many algorithms are designed around explicitly leveraging
sparsity in the problem [120]. Unfortunately, this sparsity means the maps built by SLAM
algorithms are often not particularly useful for planning purposes.
Finally, perhaps the biggest issue with using a point cloud representation for our prob-
lem, is that points are very low level objects. They do not provide a good way to reason
about areas that are not directly measured by either a range sensor, or by triangulating
points in camera images. As a result, it would be very difficult to extrapolate beyond the
directly observed ranges.
2.1.2 Occupancy Maps
Occupancy maps are one of the most popular, and commonly used representations in
robotics [111]. Occupancy maps split the world into small discrete cells, and store the
current belief about whether each cell is likely to be free or occupied. To allow for efficient
updates and use, each cell in the map is normally reasoned about independently [82, 32].
This independence assumption is required due to the vast over-segmentation of the envi-
ronment. Any individual cell is such a small piece of the environment, that if one wanted
to reason about large scale structure in the environment such as whole objects or buildings,
there would simply be too many variables involved for inference to be tractable. On the
other hand, simply making the cells in an occupancy map larger, would create a represen-
tation that is too coarse to enable effective use for planning.
For sensors that provide accurate metric range information, such as LIDAR sensors,
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the independence assumption between cells is not particularly problematic for mapping. In
such situations, the likelihood of occupancy is simply computed as a ratio of the number of
beams that pass through a cell compared to the number that reflect from it. This in effect
simply averages the measurement information on a per cell basis. If a robot does not need
information beyond the metric sensing horizon of the sensor, then these maps allow a robot
to navigate effectively without considering the dependencies between cells in its occupancy
map [100]. Exploration can be driven by looking for frontier regions on the map border
between known free space, and unknown areas [123].
However, occupancy maps do not work as well for sensors that do not provide accu-
rate metric range information, such as cameras. One can try to use algorithms to esti-
mate the depth of each pixel in the scene (see section 2.2.4), allowing it to be treated as a
(noisy) range sensor, however the uncertainty in these estimates is likely to be quite large.
Very uncertain ranges are problematic due to the assumed independence between all cells.
The simple averaging procedure used for estimating occupancy maps will not reflect the
true structure of the environment when such noisy measurements are incorporated. Fur-
thermore, the projection of the uncertainty present in the sensor measurements into the
uncertainty over the occupancy probability will not capture the true uncertainty over the
structure of the environment as observed from the camera images. This problem is fur-
ther compounded when we then go to use the map for planning, as the final uncertainty in
the feasibility of being able to execute a given plan will now be several algorithmic steps
removed from the underlying perceptual uncertainty.
2.1.3 Polygonal Obstacle Maps
Many of the motion planning algorithms in the literature operate on environment models
that are described using polygonal obstacles. Such models, are a compact and natural way
to manually describe simulated worlds. They also often enable fast and efficient collision
checking.
Unfortunately, while many man-made environments are roughly polyhedral, and can be
compactly described using polygons (as is commonly done in computer graphics), gener-
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ating a polygonal representation of the environment from sensor data is a very challenging
problem. At a minimum, the world must be segmented into roughly planar regions (or line
segments in 2D [18]), however, it may be preferable to segment further into discrete poly-
hedra [34]. This segmentation and fitting problem can be extremely challenging in the face
of noisy and ambiguous sensor data.
This problem becomes even more difficult in an online setting where we wish to reason
about the environment from the partial sensor data collected up to that point. Normally, the
vehicle will only have observed the front side of obstacles, and will therefore have to infer
what the backside of the obstacles might look like to create closed polygons. Thrun and
Wegbreit [112] develop a method to search for possible symmetries in the observed range
readings in order to reason about occluded regions, however the algorithm is limited to
objects that are symmetric, and requires that the objects are accurately segmented from the
background (or other objects). In addition, the models used are specific to range measure-
ments. More often, authors build a complete occupancy map, or point cloud representation,
and then fit a polygonal model to this complete map [1].
Finally, the geometry of polygons require inference to be performed on the mixture of
the discrete number of faces, each with continuous parameters. The dependencies between
these variables are nonlinear, and variables depend on a large number of other variables,
which makes inference difficult. If we constrain the obstacles to be rectangular boxes, the
models are simplified somewhat, and several authors have recently, explored using such
models to reason about scenes observed by a monocular camera sensor [44, 45, 35].
Brooks [13] and Kuan et al. [70] flip the polygonal obstacle representation around,
and instead directly represent the free space in the environment. This provided a number of
benefits for the planning algorithms that employed the maps. However, the authors assumed
that they are given an polygonal obstacle map as input. They do not discuss ways to create
the free space map directly from sensor data. Our trajectory bundles take inspiration from
these approaches, but seek to enable their creation online, without requiring a complete
map ahead of time.
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2.1.4 Topological Maps
The last type of commonly used representation in robotics are topological maps. Kuipers
and Byun [71] provide a good reference, however many others have also pursued topolog-
ical maps [20, 68]. Topological maps represent environments as a graph where significant
places [24] are vertices. Edges denote the ability to traverse between two places. Edges
are usually annotated with information on how to navigate from one place to another, or an
applicable control law that will bring the vehicle from one vertex to the next. Alternatively,
the topological map may string together a set of local metric occupancy maps [107, 11].
One of the major benefits of topological maps is that they provide a very abstract notion
of the connectivity of the environment. The world can be reasoned about in terms of unique
places, and connecting corridors. The exact geometric extent and shape of each of these
is abstracted away. This enables very fast planning, and reasoning. They can be used
to provide high level guidance for robot navigation, however on they must generally be
combined with a reactive control law that can follow the edges and connections in the
graph, or some other local metric representation.
In general, topological maps are effective representations for very large scale mapping
problems, but are not used for local planning and obstacle avoidance. In this work, we focus
on providing local guidance of the vehicle. In this regime, we need more structure than is
normally provided by topological maps. However, the abstract environment representation
is appealing. We have designed our trajectory bundle representation to take advantage
of much of the abstraction provided by topological maps, while retaining enough metric
structure that they can be used for local planning.
2.2 Planning Through Unknown Environments
We now turn to discuss work related to the problem of building models of the environment
as the vehicle moves through it, and using this model for planning purposes.
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2.2.1 Occupancy Map Based Navigation
Occupancy map based approaches have been employed in a very wide variety of systems.
In ground robots, occupancy maps have been used since the early days of research on mo-
bile robots [82]. Usually, the maps for a ground robot were represented as a 2D grid. More
recently, they have also been applied applied in 3D on a number of air vehicle platforms.
Scherer et al. [100] developed a system that exemplifies the state of the art in metric
occupancy mapping based approaches. The authors used a high-power custom-built 3D
lidar sensor to sweep the area in front of the vehicle for obstacles. This sensor had a
maximum range of 150 meters, and a 30 × 40 degree field of view. The authors track the
state of the vehicle by fusing inertial sensors with D-GPS, and aggregated the laser returns
into a 3D occupancy map. The map was used to plan paths for the vehicle. By updating the
map online, and performing fast local replanning, it was also used for obstacle avoidance.
The vehicle used a combination of a global planner for longer term guidance and a local
planner for obstacle avoidance. The accurate, and long range lidar sensor allowed this
approach to be successful, however it has some relatively major limitations in terms of the
size and power of vehicle that is required. The authors used a Yamaha R-MAX helicopter
which has a 3m rotor, and maximum payload of 31Kg. Such a large vehicle was required
to carry the large, heavy 3D lidar sensor. Due to the active nature of the sensor, which must
illuminate the scene with very bright laser light, it is unclear how much smaller and lighter
such a system could be made.
Hrabar [53] built a system that also used a 3D occupancy map built online, but used
range measurements from a stereo camera instead of the lidar. The maximum range at
which obstacles can be detected, and placed in the map with stereo will severely limit the
maximum speed of the vehicle, and result in myopic path planning. Andert and Adolf [1]
also use a stereo camera to populate a 3D occupancy map that they built online. However,
to limit the memory usage of the map, they used a sliding window approach for the 3D
occupancy map, only storing areas that were in the immediate vicinity of the vehicle. They
then fit an approximate polygonal model to the obstacles in the occupancy map to create a
global map of the environment. For simplicity, they assumed a flat ground plane, and then
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fit prism shaped obstacles around the convex hull of obstacles. This model of the environ-
ment would be useful for cases where the vehicle must backtrack through the environment,
but does not improve online navigation performance.
All of these works in micro air vehicle navigation have been targeted towards helicopter
platforms. This means that the vehicle has the option to go arbitrarily slowly, or even
stop and hover. While Scherer et al. [100] highlight the fact that they are able to fly at
speeds of up to 10m/s, they adjust the speed of the vehicle based on the distance to the
nearest obstacle. As a result, when operating in and among obstacles, they are likely to be
flying much slower. While the range of the lidar sensor is much greater than the stopping
range of the vehicle, this caution is required since they make no efforts to reason about
occluded areas. With stereo based approaches, the speed would likely need to be reduced
even further. In this work, we are interested in developing techniques that would allow for
significantly faster speeds, and longer range planning without necessarily requiring high
power active sensors, such as lidars.
2.2.2 Optical Flow Based Obstacle Avoidance
Optical flow is a very popular approach for obstacle avoidance, owing to the use of lightweight
and low power passive camera sensors. Such techniques are inspired by the navigation of
insects, which have been shown to use optical flow extensively [110]. Optical flow based
approaches analyze the apparent image motion as the vehicle moves through the environ-
ment. Generally, the closer an obstacle is to the imaging sensor, the greater the apparent
image motion, or optical flow. A number of authors have presented systems that employ
optical flow for state estimation and obstacle avoidance [4, 43, 125].
Beyeler et al. [7] present an autopilot system that uses a battery of modified optical
mouse sensors to control a fixed wing vehicle. The measured optical flow rates of the suite
of sensors are mixed together and mapped directly to the control inputs of the vehicle.
The presented system appears to be impressively stable, and capable of natural obstacle
avoidance abilities.
Optical flow can also provide other useful properties, such as the centering response
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employed by honeybees. By balancing the apparent optical flow on either side of the vehi-
cle, the vehicle is able to center itself in corridor type environments. Hrabar and Sukhatme
[54] used such methods to develop a navigation system targeted for air vehicles in urban
environments. The centering response was also investigated by Humbert et al. [56].
Optical flow is an important cue for navigation, however, on its own, it does not enable
truly intelligent goal seeking navigation. Optical flow based approaches are better suited
to detecting and avoiding large obstacles. Flying in and among obstacles, and performing
maneuvers such as flying through a narrow opening, is unlikely to be achievable using
optical flow alone. The nearby obstacles are likely appear similar to an obstacle that must be
avoided, and higher level reasoning would be required to override the avoidance response
that would normally be triggered. In addition, the control laws that result usually must wait
for the flow to get large (collision is imminent) before turning to avoid. As a result, they
will not be able to allow a vehicle to deliberately understand and avoid an obstacle from
long range.
While we do not use optical flow features in our implementation currently, such features
would likely be very informative, and could easily be incorporated. When combined with
higher level reasoning, optical flow could help enable much more advanced navigation
capabilities.
2.2.3 Mapping Sensing To Actions
A number of other researchers have investigated approaches that learn ways to map sensor
measurements directly to actions. Pomerleau [93] trained a neural network model to follow
a road lane. The neural network directly predicts the desired steering angle from the input
camera image. The neural network was trained on data from a human driver operating the
vehicle. At first blush, this problem seems similar to ours, however the lane keeping task is
a very local decision. If the vehicle is straying to one side, the vehicle should turn back to
re-center itself. As a result, it is more reasonable to directly map the perception to a one step
action. In contrast, we seek to develop goal directed behavior in unstructured environments.
The goal is not necessarily obvious from the sensor data, and we must take into account
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decisions further into the future. Training a classifier to predict which action to execute,
accounting for actions that may be taken in the future is a much more challenging problem.
Solving this problem may be possible with sufficiently powerful learning algorithms and
enough training data, but today’s learning techniques are unlikely to generalize very well.
In our approach, we provide a significant amount of structure to the learning problem
in order to make it more tractable. We break the problem into learning a mapping from
the sensor data to the feasibility of the trajectory bundles, and then make decisions based
on these predictions. This structure allows the learning problem to be more tractable with
available learning methods.
Michels et al. [81] employ a similar breakdown of the problem by first developing a
system that estimates the range to the nearest obstacles, and then learning to map these
predictions into a steering direction. The authors use supervised learning to estimate the
range to obstacles from monocular image cues in 2D. The output of their system ideally
approximates a planar lidar sensor. They then use a reinforcement learning algorithm to
choose a steering angle based on the output of the range predictions. The authors showed
that the system was able to guide a remote control car through a wooded area at relatively
high speeds. Once again however, the system is only trained to avoid obstacles. It is unclear
whether more complicated decisions with a multi-step lookahead could emerge.
Boots et al. [10] develop a system that uses a predictive state representation to build a
model of the environment that enables it to make planning decisions. The model is learned
directly from the history of action-observation pairs. In their case, they test the system
on a navigation problem, using simulated camera images as the observations. While this
approach allows the vehicle to navigate towards a goal using purely monocular camera ob-
servations, the work focuses on the situation where the vehicle navigates in the environment
for a number of episodes to build the model. As such, the predictive state representation
takes the place of a map of the environment. The approach does not seem likely to gener-
alize to a new unknown environment where the vehicle has never been, without providing
time for it to collect data, and train the model.
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2.2.4 Depth From a Monocular Image
There has been a significant amount of work on triangulation based approaches for esti-
mating depth from multiple images [26, 99], however such approaches are limited by the
baseline (distance) between images in their ability to resolve depth. In practice, triangula-
tion based methods are limited to ranges of 20 to 30 meters [80, 106]. Furthermore, these
ranges will only be computable for distinct and recognizable regions in the image, such as
corners.
We believe that it will be critical for robots to be able to leverage the full richness of
information available in a single camera image. Humans use a combination of binocular
stereopsis and monocular cues to perceive depth, however beyond a few 10’s of meters, the
impact of stereo triangulation is minimal.
Initial work on 3D reconstruction from a single image was developed by Horn in the
70’s [51]. He developed approaches to estimate the shape of the imaged surface from
its shading. Since then, significant advances in shape from shading techniques have been
made [124], however such algorithms are only applicable in very specific settings. These
methods generally assume uniform color and texture, and even that the surfaces are Lam-
bertian. When these conditions are met, shape from shading can be extremely accurate [59].
However, the algorithms do not generalize to complex, real-world scenes. While shading
cues may not provide enough information in isolation, they can certainly be used as features
in more general learning algorithms.
In recent years, there has been significant research on estimating the depth of a scene
from a single image using machine learning approaches. Torralba and Oliva [114] an-
alyze the texture, and other structure in images to predict the mean depth of an image.
Subsequently, several authors such as Hoiem et al. [48] and Delage et al. [28] developed
algorithms that model the world as a flat ground-plane with vertical walls. Relaxing as-
sumptions somewhat, Saxena et al. [97] developed a system that infers the 3D geometry
of a scene as a triangle mesh. While these approaches are often able to produce visually
appealing “pop-up book” type models, the metric accuracy of the predictions would cause
problems for planning algorithms seeking to predict the effect of actions. Furthermore,
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they do not consider occlusions, and therefore cannot represent openings through which
the vehicle could travel.
Since the publication of these initial works, there has been a flurry of further research on
related problems. Hoiem et al. [49] extended their original work to reason about occlusion
boundaries more explicitly. Lee et al. [76] exploit a Manhattan-world assumption about the
environment to reconstruct indoor scenes. Flint et al. [35] combine the Manhattan world
monocular cues with 3D information from stereo and structure from motion to infer the
layouts of indoor environments.
More recently, a number of researchers have started investigating algorithms that con-
struct a more complete 3D model of environments. Gupta et al. [44] leverage the blocks
world assumption where objects have volume and mass. This allows them to consider
whether the predicted geometry has physically consistent structure in terms of the support,
and stability of the model. The authors use physical simulation of the hypothesized config-
urations to test for validity. Hedau et al. [45] develop algorithms that seek to estimate the
free space in a scene from a single image. The authors fit box shaped regions to the major
furniture and other obstacles in the room, and compare their predictions against a corpus of
images for which the complete 3D geometry is known.
Nabbe et al. [88] use the system from [48] to allow an autonomous ground vehicle
to plan more direct paths through an unknown outdoor environment. By assuming a flat
ground plane, and known intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters, they are able to project
the output of their photo pop-up model into a 2D Cartesian frame occupancy map that was
used for planning. This approach is very similar to many of the systems developed for the
LAGR program (see section 2.2.7).
While all of the approaches described above make significant inroads into the problem
of scene understanding from a single monocular image, the algorithms are mostly applied
in isolation, and not used for robot navigation. The main result of most of the papers
are qualitative results showing visually plausible renderings of the scene from a different
vantage point than the original image was taken. Many of the renderings look reasonable,
however the textured mesh often hides inaccuracies.
Finally, all of the algorithms will have a significant amount of uncertainty in terms
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of their predictions of the environmental structure. As a result, developing a planning
algorithm that effectively uses these uncertain predictions for decision making purposes is
still a very difficult problem. For example, Kurniawati et al. [72] recently presented an
algorithm for solving POMDPs with uncertainty in a polygonal map. Such a map is the
most that one could hope that the visual reconstruction algorithms might provide, and the
algorithms are still very computationally intensive, even for relatively simple environments.
We believe that it will be more effective to consider the perception and planning prob-
lem together, by reasoning about the world in terms of trajectory bundles. The approaches
developed for estimating depth from monocular images will provide useful insights into
learning approaches and other techniques, but by themselves, do not solve our problem.
2.2.5 Trajectory Libraries
Planning with trajectories libraries has become a standard tool in robotics. It is normally
used to allow fast local planning and collision avoidance. To the best of our knowledge a
trajectory library has not been directly used as a representation for perception tasks. In-
stead, the systems that use trajectory libraries generally build a separate occupancy grid or
other map representation, and then perform collision checking in this map.
As such, the trajectory libraries are generally used to reduce the computational effort
of searching for a trajectory in a continuous action space. The trajectories in the library
represent discrete samples from the action space of the robot that are computed offline, and
known to be dynamically feasible.
Initial work on trajectory libraries used simple constant curvature arcs. These trajec-
tories generally corresponded to choosing a velocity and steering angle [15]. The theory
surrounding their use was further analyzed in Kelly and Stentz [65]. More recently, for
the DARPA Urban Challenge, von Hundelshausen et al. [119] used a trajectory library
based approach for obstacle avoidance, calling the trajectories “tentacles”. Howard et al.
[52] sampled candidate trajectory sets during operation to bias the search towards useful
regions of the state space.
Much of the work on planning with trajectory libraries has focused on constructing
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good trajectory libraries [42]. Branicky et al. [12] develop the concept of path diversity
and use it as a metric to analyze the suitability of different trajectory libraries. They de-
fine path diversity such “that a particular subset of paths (of a fixed size) maximizes path
diversity if that subset is the most robust to the maintenance of feasible paths regardless of
the placement of obstacles” [12]. Erickson and LaValle [33] build on this by developing
algorithms that employ the notion of survivability to estimate the diversity of a trajectory
library. Recently, Dey et al. [29] leverage the sub-modularity of the problem of searching
for a good trajectory library to efficiently select an effective trajectory library. Knepper
and Mason [66] argue that path diversity in the static sense is actually not an appropriate
metric for selecting a trajectory library. They discuss the need to consider the dynamic
situation where the planner will be continually replanning before the trajectory is executed
to completion.
In this thesis, we use some of the techniques from the above body of work on designing
and using trajectory libraries in the creation of our underlying trajectory library. However,
we are less worried about making the trajectory library as sparse as possible. Our work
focuses on using the trajectory libraries as an organizational concept for perception, rather
than to accelerate local planning. As a result, we care more about coverage, and rely on
clustering the trajectories into trajectory bundles to achieve compactness.
2.2.6 Trajectory Prediction
There has been some prior work on predicting entire feasible trajectories from sensor data.
Jetchev and Toussaint [58] and Berenson et al. [5] developed a system that predicts trajec-
tories as a way to speed up motion planning, while Goldfeder and Allen [41] developed a
data driven system to speed up grasping. The authors note that most motion planners start
over from scratch every time they receive a new planning task, or the environment changes.
Often however, the new planning problem will be similar to the previous one, or another
planning problem that has been solved previously. In such situations, the computation time
can be significantly reduced by leveraging this past work.
The authors developed data driven planning systems that allow them to reuse old plans.
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When confronted with a new planning problem, they would find the most similar planning
problem that was solved previously. The retrieved plan is then used to initialize the solution
for the planning problem at hand.
The primary challenge in reusing a previously computed plan is to develop a scene-
descriptor that compactly captures the relevant aspects of the planning problem at hand,
such that similar planning problems can be identified. Jetchev and Toussaint [58] compute a
coarse voxel grid of the obstacles in the environment, and then use the principal components
of the voxel grid with the highest variance as a descriptor of the scene. In contrast Berenson
et al. [5] simply use the relative location of the start and end pose of the manipulator.
Goldfeder and Allen [41] use visual features quantized into a bag-of-words descriptor [108]
extracted from views collected of the object to be grasped.
The second challenge is to develop techniques for using the retrieved plan in the current
problem. Normally, the plan will be similar, but will not actually solve the problem at hand.
As such, some form of plan repair, or modification is required to adapt the plan to solve
the problem at hand. Jetchev and Toussaint [58] transfer the planned path in task space
instead of the joint space of the robot arm they worked with. The resulting path was then
optimized using a trajectory optimizer. In contrast, Berenson et al. [5], simply use an RRT
to repair paths that collide with obstacles. The retrieved paths are broken up into collision
free segments, and then multiple planning tasks are dispatched to reconnect these pieces.
Approaches similar to these saw a considerable amount of research under the name of
“case-based reasoning” [75] in the 90’s. More recently, such approaches have generally
been called “data-driven”. Most of these approaches have been applied to problem of re-
ducing the computation time of motion planning algorithms. However, as computers have
gotten faster, and conventional motion planning algorithms have gotten more efficient [92]
improvements provided have not tended to be great enough to warrant the added complex-
ity. This is in part because the algorithms were generally only used to provide an initial
guess for a complete planning algorithm, so researchers could often make larger improve-
ments by just employing a better planning algorithm.
In contrast to this previous work, we use trajectory prediction to overcome sensing
limitations. While the sensors will continue to improve, and open up new possibilities
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(consider the recent revolution to robotics brought about by the availability of the Microsoft
Kinect), sensors have tended to improve much more slowly than computing power. In
addition, we seek to address limitations that are inherent aspects of the sensing modalities.
Such challenges will not be eliminated by better sensors.
2.2.7 DARPA Learning Applied to Ground Robots Program
In this thesis we focus on extending the planning horizon for vehicles navigating through
unknown environments. The DARPA Learning Applied to Ground Robots (LAGR) pro-
gram [57] fostered research at a number of universities on a problem that is very similar to
the one we address, but focused on ground vehicles navigating outdoors over rough terrain.
The goal of the LAGR program was accelerate “progress in autonomous, perception-based,
off-road navigation in unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) by incorporating learned behav-
iors.” The program provided a uniform test vehicle to a number of universities. The vehicle
was only equipped with two stereo pairs as the main exteroceptive perception sensors. The
teams used stereo triangulation to label traversable regions in the near-field, to make local
navigation decisions.
While each of the teams developed their own unique system, there were a number of
commonalities in the approaches. Almost all of the teams sought to leverage machine
learning techniques to interpret the rich information in monocular camera images to extend
the perceptual horizon beyond the range at which the stereo pairs provided useful infor-
mation from triangulation. Generally, the models were trained in a near-to-far paradigm,
where the short range metric information was used to provide labels for supervised learning
methods [78]. In general the algorithms would output a per-pixel labeling of the image into
one of several terrain types, which corresponded to different levels of traversability. The
output of the classifier is projected into a 2D euclidean space by assuming that the vehicle
is navigating on a flat ground plane. This assumption allows them to extrapolate from the
pixel coordinates in the image, out to the coordinates in the real world. The Journal of Field
Robotics has a pair of special issues focused on the LAGR program that provide a great
overview of all the approaches from the different teams [55].
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The researched performed for the LAGR program is a useful reference for the plan-
ning tasks discussed in this thesis, however they are not directly applicable. All of the
approaches developed focused exclusively on ground vehicles, and made extensive use of
the assumption of a flat ground plane. For a flying vehicle, we cannot make this assumption
as the vehicle is capable of flying over shorter obstacles. As a result, we must take a more
complete 3D view of the environment modeling task.
While modeling the full 3D environment makes the problem significantly more chal-
lenging, we do not need to concern ourselves with estimating traversability of irregular ter-
rain. For an air vehicle that should never make contact with the environment, traversability
is binary quantity. This means that it may suffice to only estimate the gross environmental
topology, rather than detailed metric information. In contrast, much of the learning effort in
LAGR was devoted to identifying the image statistics of traversable regions. It was critical
to differentiate between tall grass or brush, since the vehicle could get stuck if the latter
was too tall.
The trajectory bundle representation allows us to reason about the environment at a
level of abstraction that is appropriate for an air vehicle. Importantly, it does not require
us to make assumptions about the world, such as a 2D ground plane, as was done for the
LAGR systems.
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Chapter 3
Trajectory Library Based Planning
We are interested in developing algorithms that enable vehicles with highly constrained
dynamics to navigate in unknown environments. We wish for the vehicle to be able to find
its way using only compact and existing sensors carried onboard the vehicle. As a model
of such a system, we investigate navigating a fixed wing vehicle through an unknown en-
vironment. In this work, we assume that while the vehicle has not explored its current
environment, and does not have a prior map, it has access to training data from similar
environments, for which it has a map. For example, even though it may have never nav-
igated around the city of Cambridge before, it would have large amounts of training data
from other cities around the US where it had accurate 3D models of all the buildings. Our
models seek to allow the vehicle to generalize from the experience gained on this training
data to the decisions it must make in Cambridge.
3.1 Simulation Model
To explore this problem space, we have developed a simulation environment that allows
us to generate training data and test our algorithms. We also developed a baseline trajec-
tory library based planning system that allows us to evaluate the importance of perceptual
limitations on the planning performance of the vehicle.
The key design decisions for the simulation environment entail the vehicle model, the
sensor models, and finally the world model. Of these, the most important decisions relate
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to the world model. A completely random world model would provide minimal informa-
tion that could be learned to improve navigation. In such a setting, the local information
provided by the sensors on the vehicle would not allow it to extrapolate beyond what was
immediately measured. On the other hand, if there is too much structure in the world model,
such as a perfectly regular grid, then trivial algorithms such as locally greedy approaches
could perform optimally.
The simulation model that we develop is motivated by the problem of a fixed wing
micro air vehicle navigating through an urban environment. While a simulated environment
lacks many of the challenges faced by perception and planning algorithms in real world
environments, it will allow us to carefully understand the trade-offs made by using our
trajectory bundle representation. In addition, it is still significantly more challenging than
the simple “grid world” planning tasks that are often considered in partially observable
planning problems [105]. For simplicity, we develop the simulations around a 2D vehicle
model, however nothing in our formulation explicitly assumes a 2D world. For example,
we do not assume that pixel labels can be projected onto a ground plane as has been done
in much of the previous work on image based planning [57] that came out of the DARPA
learning applied to ground robots (LAGR) project.
3.1.1 Vehicle Model
We target a vehicle similar to a small fixed wing airplane. While such airplanes have fairly
complex dynamics [85], to a first level approximation, we can assume that the vehicle will
travel at a constant altitude, constant speed, and is subject to a minimum turning radius
constraint. Such models are often characterized using the two-dimensional Dubins car
model [30]. Chitsaz and LaValle [19] extended the Dubins model to 3D by considering a
kinematic vehicle that always flies forward and has independent bounded control over the
altitude velocity. Such a model could be employed in future work that considers planning
paths for the vehicle in 3D.
The Dubins car model is particularly convenient since the time-optimal path between
two poses can be computed analytically. The optimal path will always consist of only
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straight segments and minimum turning radius curves. This enables its use in optimiz-
ing sample based motion planning algorithms that require the ability to exactly connect
samples [63, 64].
We assume that the vehicle has a 2m turning radius, and fits within a 1m ball. The circu-
lar shape assumption is convenient because it allows us to plan in configuration space [79]
by simply dilating the obstacles in the map by 0.5m. More complicated vehicle shapes
would make collision checking more computationally demanding, and could make learn-
ing feasibility more difficult, but would not change the formulation of the problem. We
further assume that the vehicle is able to track the Dubins paths exactly. For a real system,
we would need to develop a controller that could follow the selected path. The path follow-
ing controller would inevitably incur some tracking error, however, mitigating such issues
are not a focus of this thesis.
3.1.2 Sensor Models
We assume that the vehicle will carry two primary perception sensors: a short range 2D
laser range-finder, and a monocular camera sensor. In addition, we assume that the vehicle
has access to its global position in the environment though an oracle. On a real system, this
position would need to be estimated from noisy sensors such as GPS, or via a simultaneous
localization and mapping algorithm [3], however for the purposes of this thesis, we assume
that the state of the vehicle is exactly known (the state of the environment is however,
unknown).
The laser sensor is simulated by ray tracing inside of a 2D occupancy map of the world.
We use the parameters of a Hokuyo URG-04LX sensor [50]. This sensor has a maximum
range of 5m, and a 240◦ field of view.
We simulate the camera sensor by rendering the environment structures described below
using OpenGL. The simulator renders 640×480 pixel color images. We assume a projective
camera model with a 90◦ field of view. No distortion, variable lighting, or other noise is
added. An example simulated image is shown in figure 3-1(b). The focus of this thesis is
on the representation and higher level modeling tasks rather than the low level vision tasks.
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Implementation on a real system would likely require significant further investigation of
better image features, and other low-level perceptual learning algorithms.
3.1.3 Environment Model
We created test environments by sampling from a generative model. We dub this environ-
ment model the “Tetris-World” due to the chosen shape of the obstacles in the environment.
The worlds consist of randomly located non-overlapping Tetris pieces. Each Tetris piece
consists of four 5m cubes. The cubes are arranged in one of five possible shapes named
with letters I, S, Z, J, C, and O (we omit the “T” Tetris piece). Each piece can be rotated to
face along one of the four cardinal directions.
Each world spans a 400m×200m region, and contains 200 pieces. The number of
pieces can be changed to vary the average obstacle density. The boundaries of the world
are lined with “I” pieces to create a surrounding wall. We then sample a type, position,
and orientation for each of the 200 obstacle pieces. The positions are sampled uniformly at
random from a grid with 5m spacing. The orientations are sampled uniformly from the four
cardinal directions. If the sampled pose of a piece causes it to overlap with a previously
generated piece, it is rejected, and a new sample is drawn. An example Tetris-World is
shown in Figure 3-1(a).
Figure 3-1: (a) An example of one of the randomly generated Tetris-World environments.
(b) An image rendered from the vantage point of the vehicle.
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3.2 Baseline Planning System
As a baseline to compare our algorithms against, we developed a local navigation strategy
based on a precomputed set of trajectories [36] to make navigation decisions.
At each time step the vehicle updates its environment representation with the current
sensor measurements. It then performs collision checking for each of the trajectories in the
trajectory library. Since the local trajectories in the library do not extend all the way to the
goal, a cost-to-go heuristic is used to evaluate the cost required to take the vehicle the rest
of the way to the goal. This heuristic cost-to-go is added to the cost of following the tra-
jectory to compute the total cost for each trajectory. The vehicle follows the trajectory with
minimal cost from the set of collision free trajectories. Usually, the trajectory is only fol-
lowed for a portion of its length before a replan cycle occurs, and a new trajectory to follow
is selected. The complete planning process is presented in pseudocode in algorithm 1.
3.2.1 Trajectory Library Generation
Much of the previous work on planning using a trajectory library has focused on selecting
an effective set of trajectories that enables good navigation safety with minimal computa-
tional effort [42, 66, 29]. In contrast, we will be using the trajectories as an organizational
paradigm for understanding the layout of the environment. We focus on overcoming per-
ceptual limitations rather than the efficacy of trajectory libraries, so we simply employ a
dense library of trajectories.
The planning horizon that we use extends out to a range of 30m, which means that
it is infeasible to generate a “complete” trajectory library by discretizing the action space
of the robot, as was done in Green and Kelly [42]. The number of possible trajectories
is exponential in the planning horizon. So, even for a relatively simplistic vehicle model,
such as a Dubins car model, which can be thought of as having 3 actions (left, straight
and right), if we discretize 30m trajectories into 1m steps, we would need to consider
330 possible trajectories. Furthermore, if the turning radius of the vehicle is less than the
planning horizon, many of these trajectories will double back upon themselves, and are not
useful to consider.
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Instead of discretizing the action space of the robot we sample useful paths using a
motion planning algorithm. This approach is similar in spirit to the one employed by
Sermanet et al. [104]. Using an optimizing motion planning algorithm, we can sample
random poses in the map, and then plan an optimal path to a random goal location. The
output path is then cropped to the desired planning horizon.
To generate our trajectory library we leverage the multi-query capabilities of algorithms
such as the probabilistic roadmap [64]. For a given environment, we generate a single very
dense graph. Once this graph is generated, to generate a sample trajectory we sample a
vertex from the graph, and then run Dijkstra’s algorithm from that vertex to a random goal
vertex.
We use the above sampling approach to generate a large set of candidate trajectory
samples. Each sample has the nice property that it was part of the (approximately) optimal
path between two points in a representative environment, thereby eliminating useless paths
such as those that drive in circles. To prevent duplicate samples, a trajectory is only added
to the trajectory library if the distance between the candidate trajectory and all existing
trajectories in the trajectory library is greater than a threshold1.
Since we are focused on planning problems for what is in front of the vehicle, we
place a further constraint on the trajectory library that enforces that the trajectories do not
double back upon themselves. At no point along the trajectory may the absolute value
of the heading be greater than 5pi/6. The resulting dense trajectory library containing
4707 trajectories is shown in Figure 3-2. When none of the trajectories in the forward
looking trajectory library are deemed to be feasible, we employ a separate trajectory library
consisting of only backtracking trajectories. This trajectory library will be described in
more detail below.
3.2.2 Mapping
As the vehicle navigates through the environment, it aggregates the measurements from its
local 5m laser sensor into an occupancy map. This map is then used to perform collision
checking of the trajectory library. Since the 30m trajectories will often extend beyond the
1We discuss distance metrics for trajectories in section 4.1
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Figure 3-2: The dense trajectory library used for planning. Each trajectory is 30m long.
perception horizon provided by the lidar sensor, map cells that are labeled as unknown, are
treated as if they are free. Otherwise, in almost all situations, none of the trajectories would
be deemed to be feasible.
3.2.3 Backtracking
We designed the trajectory library to only include trajectories that make forward progress.
As a result, the trajectory library does not include trajectories that double back on them-
selves. If all of the trajectories in the trajectory library are found to be in collision with
an observed obstacle (or later on in the thesis predicted to be in collision), we fall back
to a backtrack policy. In these situations, we have the vehicle choose a trajectory from a
separate set of trajectories that double back upon themselves. The backtracking trajectory
library is shown in Figure 3-3. The trajectories are collision checked in the current map,
and then the feasible trajectory with the minimum cost to go is selected.
The collision checking is first performed conservatively, treating unknown regions in
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Figure 3-3: The backtracking trajectory library used when none of the trajectories in the
normal library are deemed to be feasible.
the occupancy map as being obstacles. If none of the backtrack trajectories are classified
as feasible, the collision checking is run again, this time treating unknown regions as free
space.
3.3 Baseline Planning Performance
We use the trajectory library based planning system described above (and summarized in
pseudocode in algorithm 1) to investigate the effect on the navigation performance of a
number of different perception configurations. These experiments provide a baseline for
the navigation performance for a vehicle with a range sensor capable of different maximum
ranges. In subsequent chapters, we will perform similar experiments, but using only a
monocular camera sensor, and show that our predictions enable similar performance to
some of the longer range configurations.
We task the vehicle with navigating between two randomly selected points that are
150m apart on average. The map of the environment is generated at random as described
above. If the vehicle reaches the goal, we deem the trial a success. Otherwise, if the vehicle
collides with an obstacle, or fails to make progress towards the goal for a sufficient number
of steps, the trial is deemed a failure.
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Algorithm 1 Trajectory Library Based Planning
Require: A forward looking trajectory libraries L and backtracking library B
Require: The distance between replan steps r
1: Create a local occupancy map M , initially set to unknown
2: while goal not reached do
3: Update M with most recent laser measurement
4: Determine feasibility of all trajectories in L and B according to M
5: if any of trajectories in L are feasible then
6: Select trajectory in L with minimum total cost (according to the heuristic cost-to-go)
7: else if any of trajectories in B are feasible in map then
8: Select trajectory in B with minimum total cost
9: else
10: return failure
11: end if
12: Execute first r steps of the selected trajectory
13: end while
14: return success
We evaluate the effect of the sensing horizon and field of view on the navigation perfor-
mance by performing an experiment where we augment the sensing suite described above
with an additional range sensor. We test sensors with either a 90◦ or 270◦ field of view,
and vary the maximum range between 10m and 30m. As a final baseline, we also compare
against a vehicle that has access to the entire ground truth map ahead of time. With this
information, the vehicle would be able to compute a full global plan ahead of time, and
therefore be able to identify a feasible path if one exists, however we wish to obtain a base-
line indicating the best that a vehicle could do with the simple trajectory library navigation
strategy described above.
As vehicles move faster, their dynamics become more constrained, and they must look
further ahead. To analyze this effect, we vary the distance between replan steps between
1m and 11m. When it replans every 11m, that means that the planner must choose a path
that is collision free for at least 11m. Even if the chosen trajectory does not collide with
an obstacle during the replan horizon, the vehicle must also be left in a position where it is
able to maneuver to avoid obstacles. As a result, while we assume that the vehicle is able
to perfectly follow the chosen trajectory, the vehicle may find itself left in a situation where
a collision in unavoidable.
Figure 3-4 plots the fraction of trials that are successful against the distance between
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Figure 3-4: A comparison of the success rate in reaching the goal with different sensing
capabilities. As the re-plan distance gets larger (as when the vehicle is moving faster) the
vehicle requires more sensing information to navigate safely. However, even with a 30m
range sensor, there is a significant gap in performance compared to when the vehicle has
access to the ground truth map. This is due to the limited field of view, and the effect of
occlusion in limiting the perception horizon.
replan steps. At the top of the plot, we can see that when provided with a ground truth
map of the environment, the vehicle is able to reach the goal roughly 96% of the time. The
failures in this case are not due to perception failures, but due to limitations in the planning
approach. Most of these failures represent situations where the vehicle gets stuck in a
large cul-de-sac like area in the environment. If a region is deeper than the 30m planning
horizon provided by the trajectory library, then the vehicle will get stuck and be unable to
make progress. Such situations would normally be handled by a higher level global planner
that changes the estimated cost-to-go value for the end of each trajectory in the trajectory
library to take into account the observed areas of environment. However, since our focus is
on the perception, we omit the complexity of adding a higher level planner, and just accept
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that the vehicle will get stuck on some trials, even with perfect perception.
When the vehicle navigates without access to the ground truth map, it is clear that the
sensor capability has a profound impact on the navigation performance. With only the
5m laser rangefinder sensor, the vehicle is only able to reach the goal roughly 57% of the
time when it is able to replan every 1m. The success rate falls off quickly with increasing
distance between replans, falling to a 15% success rate when it can replan every 5m. The
decline in performance is to be expected, since the vehicle must follow the chosen trajectory
all the way to its sensing horizon, and has no information about what may lay beyond. If
an obstacle is just beyond the sensing horizon, the vehicle will not have space to maneuver
to avoid the obstacle on the next replan cycle.
As we increase the maximum range of the long range sensor to 30m, the success rate
of reaching the goal increases significantly. When the vehicle is allowed to replan every
1m, it appears that a 10m sensor range is nearly sufficient to navigate as well as the ground
truth, however, as the replan distance is increased, performance drops off significantly.
In addition to the range of the sensor, the field of view also has an important effect on
the navigation performance of the vehicle. Figure 3-5 investigates this issue by comparing
the navigation performance between a vehicle with a sensor that has a 270◦ field of view
compared to one that has a 90◦ field of view. The gap between the success rate of the
vehicle with the two sensors can be directly attributed to limited field of view of the 90◦
field of view sensor.
Interestingly, even with a 30m range laser sensor, which is the same range as all of
the trajectories in our trajectory library, the navigation performance is significantly worse
than the performance when the vehicle has access to a prior map of the environment. This
performance difference can be attributed to the effect of occlusions in limiting the effective
sensing horizon of the vehicle. The regions around corners, and behind obstacles will
remain unknown even though they are within the 30m range of the laser sensor. As a result,
the vehicle will still venture into unknown regions even with the longer range sensor.
In the following chapters, we will conduct similar experiments, but using the predic-
tions from our perception system to estimate the feasibility of each trajectory in the library.
We will show that by using the information in monocular camera imagery, we are able
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Figure 3-5: A comparison of the success rate in reaching the goal with different sensing
capabilities. When the vehicle has access to a sensor with a larger field of view, the success
rate increases dramatically. However, there is still a large gap relative to the performance
with the ground truth map due to the effect of occlusions.
to significantly outperform the navigation performance using the short range laser alone,
and perform almost as well as the long range laser sensors. Finally, we will show that by
combining the predictions based on the monocular camera information with the collision
checking afforded by long range sensors, we can do better than with range information
alone.
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Chapter 4
Trajectory Bundle Library Generation
In the introduction, we described trajectory bundles as sets of similar trajectories that can
be used as an abstract concept to improve prediction of feasibility for planning purposes.
However, we did not say how one would go about generating these sets of similar trajec-
tories, or even what defined similarity. Indeed, the problem of clustering trajectories is
challenging due to the often-complicated process of generating feasible trajectories. Many
clustering algorithms require the ability to compute the average of a set of samples, how-
ever this quantity is undefined for trajectories. In fact, even defining a similarity measure
between trajectories is not obvious. This chapter focuses on algorithms for clustering sets
of trajectories. We will use the developed clustering algorithm to generate the set of trajec-
tory bundles in our trajectory bundle library.
We develop a clustering algorithm based on the affinity propagation algorithm [37].
Affinity propagation only requires a way to compute the similarity between two trajectories,
and does not directly reason about the underlying phenomenon that generated the trajectory
samples.
The trajectory clustering algorithm that we develop is presented as an example of an
approach for clustering a trajectory library into a set of trajectory bundles. Other methods
for clustering trajectories [60, 17, 83, 84] could also be employed, or the process could
potentially be done manually.
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4.1 Trajectory Similarity Metrics
In the most general form, a trajectory is a continuous function mapping from time to lo-
cations in the state space of the robot. While the underlying trajectory of the robot is a
continuous function, it is often difficult to work with continuous forms of the trajectory. As
such, we will approximate the trajectory as a discrete set of points along the trajectory.
τ = {s1, s2, . . . sn} (4.1)
where st is the state of the robot at time t and n can vary with the duration of the trajectory.
The assumption is that the continuous trajectory is discretized at regular time intervals.
Perhaps the simplest similarity metric one can use is to compute the distance between
sequential points along two trajectories.
D(τa, τ b) =
∑
t
||sat − sbt ||2 (4.2)
The summation in equation 4.2 can be replaced by a MAX operator if one only cares about
the maximum deviation between two trajectories.
If the sampling interval of the two trajectories does not match, or is not uniform in the
distance traveled along the trajectory, then a better similarity metric is obtained by normal-
izing the distance between the trajectories by the distance traveled along each trajectory. In
two dimensions, this can be thought of as approximating the area between the two trajec-
tories.
D(τa, τ b) =
∑
t
||sat − sat−1||2 + ||sbt − sbt−1||2
2
||sat − sbt ||2 (4.3)
Finally, there may be situations where one wishes to penalize differences in certain
parts of the trajectory more than others. For example, in the trajectory bundle libraries that
we will be using in place of an environment representation for planning, we will care more
about differences close to the vehicle. To achieve this effect, we can add a scaling term
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α(t) that scales the distances between points along the trajectories accordingly.
D(τa, τ b) =
∑
t
α(t)
||sat − sat−1||2 + ||sbt − sbt−1||2
2
||sat − sbt ||2 (4.4)
we use a scaling function of α(t) = 1/
√
t
4.1.1 Dynamic Time Warping
While the above time indexed residual metrics are simple and efficient to compute, they
provide poor results in some common situations. For example, consider the two trajecto-
ries in Figure 4-1. The two trajectories are roughly the same shape, but one turns a bit
earlier. Because the blue trajectory turns after the green one, if we correspond the points
along the trajectory simply based on time, points that are further from the turn in the green
trajectory will be matched with points closer to the turn on blue trajectory. In other words,
the sample points will be out of phase, as seen by the longer diagonal red lines in fig-
ure 4-1(a). This results in a larger distance than is appropriate between two otherwise very
similar trajectories.
(a) (b)
Figure 4-1: An illustration of the difference between the unaligned and aligned residuals.
The red lines indicate the error between the points in the two trajectories. The point pairs
get out of phase due to the different turn locations, resulting in the longer diagonal lines in
(a). This results in an undesirably large distance between two otherwise similar trajecto-
ries, but can easily be corrected by using dynamic time warping to find more appropriate
correspondences between the discrete points in the trajectories.
Such curve matching problems have seen much study in terms of time-series analysis.
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Algorithm 2 The Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm.
Require: Trajectories τa = {sa1, sa2, ...san} and τ b = {sb1, sb2, ...sbm}
1: D ←∞(n,m)
2: D(0, 0) = 0
3: for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
4: for j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} do
5: d = ||sai − sbj ||
6: D(i, j) = min[D(i− 1, j − 1), D(i− 1, j), D(i, j − 1)] + d
7: end for
8: end for
9: return D(n,m)
One of the most popular algorithms for comparing time series is called Dynamic Time
Warping(DTW) [96, 6]. The DTW algorithm seeks to warp the time-axis of the two trajec-
tories in a non-linear manner so as to minimize the residual distance between corresponding
points in the two curves, subject to ordering constraints. The correspondences output by
DTW can then be used to compute a distance between two curves by summing (or taking
the max) residual after alignment. It has previously been used to align robot trajectories
by Coates et al. [22]. The dynamic time warping distance was used by Berenson et al. [5]
to compare the similarity of planned trajectories.
DTW is a dynamic programming algorithm that minimizes the sum of the residual
between points in the two trajectories. Pseudocode for the basic algorithm is shown in
algorithm 2.
4.2 Affinity Propagation
With a suitable distance metric between trajectories, we can now turn our attention towards
algorithms that will cluster the trajectories into meaningful groups. In this work, we use
the Affinity Propagation (AP) algorithm [37] due to the confluence of nice properties for
clustering trajectories. AP is computationally efficient, requires only a similarity metric
between trajectories (the similarity metric need not be a valid distance metric), automati-
cally determines the appropriate number of clusters based on a single scalar parameter, and
is easy to implement. In addition, it selects one of the actual trajectories as an exemplar for
each cluster, which is useful for visualizing the results, and could be useful for other appli-
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cations of trajectory clustering. Affinity propagation is related to the common k-medoids
algorithm [94], but does not require k to be specified explicitly.
Affinity propagation is a message passing algorithm that, given a set of similarities
between pairs of data points, exchanges messages between nodes representing the data
points so as to find a subset of “exemplar” points that best describe the data. AP associates
each data point with one exemplar, resulting in a partitioning of the whole data set into
clusters. The goal of AP is to maximize the overall sum of similarities between data points
and their exemplars. Let
A(i, j) =
1−D(τ
i, τ j), if i 6= j
γ, if i = j
(4.5)
be a matrix containing the similarity between trajectories when i 6= j, and the proclivity
for trajectory i to be a cluster exemplar when i = j. The constant γ is a parameter of the
algorithm. AP seeks to optimize the function
maximize
c
∑
i,j
cijA(i, j)
subject to
∑
i
cij = 1, j ∈ 1, . . . , n
(4.6)
where each cij is an indicator variable specifying whether trajectory i is mapped to cluster
j. If there are n trajectories, such that A is an n × n matrix, then there are n2 indicator
variables.
The message passing algorithm employed by affinity propagation can be thought of
as a version of the well known max-sum algorithm [69] on an appropriately constructed
factor graph [40]. The factor graph model for AP is shown in Figure 4-2. The variables
cij ∈ {0, 1} are equal to 1 if and only if trajectory j is an exemplar, and trajectory i is
mapped to cluster j.
There are three types of factors in the model: Sij , Ii, and Ej . The factors Sij represent
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Figure 4-2: The factor graph model representation of the Affinity Propagation model of
clustering
the data likelihood factors, and are defined as
Sij(cij) =
A(i, j), if cij = 10, otherwise (4.7)
The factors Ii enforce the constraint that a given trajectory may only be part of a single
cluster.
Ii(ci1, . . . , ciN) =

−∞, if
∑
j
cij 6= 1
0, otherwise
(4.8)
Finally, the factors Ej enforce that trajectory j may only choose trajectory j as its
exemplar if trajectory j has chosen itself as an exemplar.
Ej(c1j, . . . , cNj) =

−∞, if cjj = 0, and
∑
i
cij 6= 0
0, otherwise
(4.9)
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Together, the factors and variables define the following likelihood function
S(c11, . . . , cNN) =
∑
i,j
Sij(cij) +
∑
i
Ii(ci1, . . . , ciN) +
∑
j
Ej(c1j, . . . , cNj) (4.10)
which is equivalent to maximizing the net similarity from equation 4.6.
The factor graph in Figure 4-2 has cycles in it, which means that exact inference, and
therefore finding the global optima of the likelihood function is computationally intractable.
However, an efficient variant of loopy belief propagation has been shown to work very well
in practice. We refer the interested reader to Givoni and Frey [40] for details on the message
passing scheme used to perform inference.
4.3 Clustering Algorithm Evaluation
We have evaluated the clustering algorithms on data generated by a sample based motion
planner. The expected output of the clustering algorithms is intuitively that the trajectories
are grouped into sets that approximate the major decision points in the environment.
To generate the trajectories, we ran a probabilistic roadmap planner with a Dubins
vehicle model in several environments. However, rather than rely on the planner to output
a single path between a start and goal location, we used the complete graph to generate sets
of trajectories that are roughly the same length. We generated trajectories originating from
a randomly chosen vehicle location and taking the vehicle a fixed distance away.
To generate the sets of trajectories out to a fixed horizon, we computed the optimal
path from the start node to every node in the graph using Dijkstra’s algorithm. We then
tile the workspace with cells of size d, and subsample the nodes to select the node with
the lowest cost to reach each cell. Finally, since we are interested in trajectories that reach
our planning horizon h, we select the remaining nodes that have a path cost of between h,
and h + d. Trajectories that are longer than h are then truncated to be exactly h long. For
the sets of trajectories shown in figure 4-3, we used a planning horizon of 30 meters, and a
subsampling cell size of one meter.
As can be seen in figure 4-3, clustering the trajectories using our algorithms splits the
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 4-3: Three examples of the output of the similarity metric trajectory clustering.
The first column shows the set of trajectories to be clustered. The second column colors
these trajectories by the cluster membership. Each cluster is given a unique random color.
Finally, the third column highlights the trajectories chosen as the cluster exemplar by the
Affinity Propagation algorithm.
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trajectories into sets that correspond to qualitatively different paths. While the clusters do
not directly correspond to notions of homotopy, depending on the use case, the partition-
ing provided by the trajectory clustering seems to be closer to a human interpretation of
the partitioning of the space. For example, while it would be reasonable to group all the
trajectories that go straight past an obstacle together, separating out the trajectories that go
past the obstacle, and then turn behind it probably makes sense.
4.4 Trajectory Bundle Library Generation
To generate the trajectory bundle library, we cluster the trajectories in our dense trajectory
library from section 3.2.1. We wish to encourage the bundles to be tightly grouped near
their start, and fan out further away from the vehicle. To accentuate this behavior, we
weight the residuals in the similarity metric by 1/
√
t, as discussed in equation 4.4.
The trajectory clustering algorithm clustered the 4707 trajectories into 121 trajectory
bundles. The individual bundles are visualized in figure 4-4. As we can see, the trajectories
are grouped into clusters that correspond to a sets of trajectory that all go in the same
general direction. In addition, they are more tightly grouped at the start, and then fan out
further from the origin. This should result in a representation that is more specific to the
details of obstacles close to the vehicle, and has more invariance to small changes further
afield.
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Figure 4-4: A visualization of the trajectory bundle library. Each trajectory bundle is drawn
individually with the trajectories in the bundle drawn in blue, and the exemplar for each
cluster drawn in red.
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Chapter 5
Trajectory Bundle Prediction
In this chapter, we focus on methods for predicting the feasibility of trajectory bundles
using the information measured by sensors carried on the vehicle. We employ machine
learning methods to leverage past experience and interpret how the sensor measurements
relate to the trajectory bundles. If we treat the feasibility of trajectory bundles as inde-
pendent, then this problem reduces to training an independent binary classifier for each
bundle.
The aim of a binary classification algorithm is the following: given a set of training
examples consisting of tuples of features extracted from the raw sensor measurements Φ
and a binary output variable x ∈ {0, 1}, learn a function
Φ→ x (5.1)
In our application, x is a binary variable indicating whether bundle β is feasible. We will
train an independent binary classifier for each bundle in the trajectory bundle library.
Binary classification is one of the most well studied problem in machine learning,
and there has been tremendous progress in developing accurate, fast, and efficient algo-
rithms [16, 98]. One of the advantages of framing our planning problem in terms of tra-
jectory bundles is that it allows us to leverage these algorithms to learn predictive models.
In contrast, if one seeks to train models to predict the environmental geometry as a set of
polyhedra, more complicated structured prediction algorithms [89] are needed to model the
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complex dependencies between variables. For occupancy maps, one could train a binary
classifier to predict whether each cell in is occupied, however, the training data for such
a low level concept would be extremely noisy, hampering generalization to new environ-
ments. In section 5.1.2 we will compare the utility of predicting trajectory bundles against
directly predicting an occupancy map.
5.1 Nearest Neighbor Prediction
While any classification method such as support vector machines [16] or boosting [98]
could be applied, in this work, we choose to employ a k-nearest neighbor classifier [23].
Nearest neighbor classifiers leverage the intuition that scenes that have similar visual fea-
tures should have similar sets of feasible trajectory bundles. Nearest neighbor techniques
are convenient because with a single retrieval, we can compute the predicted output for all
bundles rather than having to train a separate classifier for each bundle. Finally, nearest
neighbor prediction methods allow us to compare the prediction performance when we use
the same features and distance function for retrieval, but predict different output labels. For
example we can compare the performance when we predict the occupancy of a grid map, as
compared to predicting the feasibility of trajectory bundles. Normally, this would require
training different classifiers, and it would be more difficult to attribute the differences in
the prediction performance.
We will used the trained classifier to predict whether each trajectory bundle is feasible
based on features of the environment observed by its sensors. With an unknown map, this
is a very challenging problem, however, for areas where we have access to a map (either
beforehand, or computed after operating the vehicle), we can use the map to label training
data automatically. This situation is in contrast to many situations in machine learning, and
especially in computer vision where it is very expensive to acquire labeled training data
since each training sample must generally be manually annotated by a person.
Nearest neighbor prediction methods are learning algorithms that directly use the train-
ing data to predict new test samples. The “training” phase consists simply of aggregating a
large set of tuples, each containing the input feature values, and the output decision values
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for each tuple.
(Φ, X) (5.2)
The variable Φ is a vector of features extracted from the sensor data observed at that sample
point, and X = [x1, . . . , xn] are the feasibility labels for each of the trajectory bundles in
the library.
At test time, we find the K samples (or nearest neighbors) whose feature distance
||Φt − Φi|| (5.3)
to the test point Φt is minimal. The output predictor variable for all tuples Xˆt = [xˆ1t , . . . , xˆ
n
t ]
is then computed by determining whether the bitwise average of the predictor variables in
the K nearest neighbors is greater than the decision threshold η.
Xˆt =
1
K
K∑
i=1
Xi > η (5.4)
The nearest neighbor retrieval is performed once, but the output prediction is computed
independently for each trajectory bundle. The bitvector representing the feasibility of each
bundle in the library is averaged on a per-bundle basis.
Features
In general, one does not directly use the raw sensor data to query for similar samples.
The measurements are first transformed by computing a set of features Φ from the data.
In addition, one must choose a distance function to evaluate the similarity between the
extracted features.
In this work, we focus on making navigation decisions based on the information con-
tained in camera data. While we focus on visual imagery, once the form of the raw data is
abstracted by feature extraction, our method is not specific to cameras. Any other features
of the data, or features computed from other sensors could be used just as easily.
There has been a considerable amount of work in the computer vision community on
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developing effective visual image features. For our purposes, we seek to use the idea that
scenes with similar visual appearance will also have similar geometry and therefore similar
feasible trajectories. As such, we care more about matching the gross, large scale image
features than local details. For this reason, we employ the GIST global image feature [90].
The feature was developed for the purpose of evaluating holistic scene structure with the
goal of categorizing the type of environment.
The GIST feature aggregates the responses of a battery of Gabor filters over the can-
didate image. It splits the image into a set of horizontal and vertical regions, and then
computes the energy of Gabor filters at different orientations and scales. It is closely re-
lated to the popular histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) descriptors that are often used
in object detection [25]. The output energy from each of the filters is aggregated into a
single feature vector that is used to classify the samples.
We use the chi-squared distance between the GIST features as described in Xiao et al.
[121].
||Φ(It)− Φ(Ii)|| = (Φ(It)− Φ(Ii))
2
Φ(It) + Φ(Ii)
(5.5)
Figure 5-1 shows some examples of the retrievals based on the GIST features in our Tetris
World simulation environment. The retrieved images in general have similar gross scene
structure, however they differ in terms of the fine details. The invariance to minor changes
in the environment provided by the use of trajectory bundles allows the classifier to still
capture relevant information despite the slightly differing scenes.
As we shall see, this combination of image features and distance function provided
reasonable performance in the simulated Tetris-World environment. For a deployed system,
further evaluation of the myriad of image features that have been proposed in the literature
would likely be in order [121, 62]. The distance metric used for query retrieval could
also be optimized using distance metric learning [122]. Alternatively, one could use a
completely different learning method such as support vector machines (SVMs) [16] or
boosting classifiers [98]. This flexibility points to another benefit in using the trajectory
bundle representation. Since the library contains a relatively small number of bundles, one
could simply train an independent binary classifier for each one. Customizing the features
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 5-1: Examples of the images retrieved by the GIST feature distance. The left column
shows the query image. The images to the right show the three nearest neighbors in the
database.
used for each bundle could probably further improve performance.
5.1.1 Classification Performance
To evaluate the accuracy of the nearest neighbor classifier prediction, we performed an
experiment in our Tetris-World simulation environment. We created a database contain-
ing 140K tuples from 7 different environments, and then created 20K further tuples in a
different environment for testing.
Classifiers often output a continuous value that gets thresholded to determine the output
class. In the case of our nearest neighbor classifier, the output value is computed as the
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Figure 5-2: A Comparison of the prediction performance in terms of the ROC curves for
nearest neighbor classifier using GIST features to make predictions at different ranges. At
a given range, we set the labels on the trajectory bundles to only consider collisions within
that planning horizon. The plot indicates that our predictions are more accurate closer to
the vehicle.
average of the labels of all of 16 retrieved examples. The fraction of samples that are
feasible provides a measure of the confidence in the prediction. This means that the output
will be 0 if none of the retrieved tuples are feasible. In contrast, it will be 1 if all of the
retrieved tuples are feasible. To predict whether the test example is feasible or not, we
apply a threshold η to the computed average. By increasing η we require the classifier to
be more confidant before we will say that a bundle is feasible.
The receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve is a common way of evaluating the
performance of a binary classifier. The curve plots the true positive rate
TPR =
TP
TP + FN
(5.6)
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versus the false positive rate.
FPR =
FP
FP + TN
(5.7)
The ROC curve plots the TPR versus the FPR as the decision threshold is swept between 0
and 1. An ideal classifier would make no errors, corresponding to a point in the top left of
the plot. In contrast, a random (or uninformative classifier) would result in an ROC curve
that is a diagonal line between (0,0) and (1,1).
Figure 5-2 shows the ROC curve of the output of our NN classifier with GIST features.
We predict the feasibility of the trajectory bundles at varying ranges. As one might ex-
pect, the image provides less information about scene structure that is far away from the
camera. As a result, the prediction accuracy decreases with range. Despite the decline,
the prediction performance at 30m range is still significantly above the diagonal line of an
uninformative classifier.
The ROC curves in figure 5-2 show the average prediction performance over all trajec-
tory bundles in the library. However, one should expect that some trajectory bundles are
more difficult to predict than others. For example, there are trajectory bundles that move
outside of the field of view of the camera almost immediately. Predicting the feasibility
of these bundles requires more reliance on context than directly observed scene structure.
Figure 5-3 plots the area under the ROC curve broken down per trajectory bundle. As one
might expect, the trajectories at the extremes of the trajectory bundle library have the lowest
area under the ROC curve.
5.1.2 Occupancy Map Prediction
As an interesting comparison, another way that one could try to use a nearest neighbor
classifier for planning would be to directly predict an occupancy map of the area in front of
the vehicle. To do this, instead of labeling each tuple with the feasible trajectory bundles,
one would extract a vehicle centered occupancy map from the global map used to generate
the training data. At query time, the retrieved maps can be averaged on a cell by cell basis.
This results in a “blurry” predicted map, such as the one shown in Figure 5-4.
To evaluate these predictions in the same manner as the trajectory bundles, we threshold
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Figure 5-3: An analysis of the classification accuracy on a per trajectory bundle basis. The
area under the ROC curve for each individual trajectory bundle is plotted in (a). Figure
(b) draws the trajectory bundle exemplars, colored by the area under the ROC curve. Ma-
genta trajectories are classified most accurately, cyan trajectories are predicted the least
accurately.
the map, and then perform collision checking to evaluate the feasibility of each bundle. The
ROC curve is then computed by sweeping the collision occupancy threshold between 0 and
1.
As one can see in the ROC curves in Figure 5-5, despite using identical image fea-
tures, making the predictions by averaging the trajectory bundles bit-vector outperforms
the occupancy map method. We believe that this is due to the fact that the averaging of
trajectories does a better job of smoothing over the noise in the nearest neighbor retrievals
than the cell-wise averaging.
In addition to the improvements due to the more complementary averaging of the bit-
vectors, the compactness of the trajectory bundle bitvector makes it more amenable to
learning and modeling the higher level environmental structure. As we will show in later
sections, the bundle library representation allows us to learn models of the spatial and
temporal regularities imposed by the environmental structure.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5-4: An illustration of the nearest neighbor prediction of an occupancy map. (a)
shows the true environment where the vehicle (tiny blue triangle) is located. (b) shows the
average of the retrieved submaps. (c) shows a thresholded version of (b) along with the
trajectories that are collision free in the thresholded map.
5.2 Spatial Conditional Random Field Model
In the previous section, we developed prediction methods that treat each trajectory bundle
independently. Due to the nature of the nearest neighbor classifier, we implicitly obtain a
joint prediction over all bundles in the library, but the feasibility of each bundle is modeled
independently.
This independent assumption is not always appropriate, in fact, there is a significant
amount of correlation between the feasibility of trajectory bundles in our library. This
correlation stems from the fact that the bundle feasibility depends on the underlying struc-
ture of the environment. Many environments (including our Tetris-World environment) are
composed of obstacles and regions that are larger than the “spread” of the trajectories as-
signed to the same bundle. This means that adjacent trajectory bundles are more likely to
have the same value than differing values.
Indeed, if we think about the feasibility of individual trajectory bundles as random
variables, we can quantify this notion by looking at the mutual information between the
random variables. The mutual information between two random variables X and Y can be
computed as:
I(X, Y ) =
∑
x∈X
∑
y∈Y
p(x, y)log
(
p(x, y)
p(x)p(y)
)
(5.8)
By analyzing the mutual information between trajectory bundles in the training data,
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Figure 5-5: A comparison of the prediction performance in terms of the ROC curves for a
nearest neighbor classifier predicting trajectory bundles directly versus predicting an occu-
pancy map.
we can see that there are indeed significant correlations between trajectory bundles. In ad-
dition, the mutual information provides a useful metric to indicate which trajectory bundles
are most similar to each other. Figure 5-6 shows two trajectory bundles along with the 3
other bundles with the highest mutual information.
If we take into account the structure inherent in the output variable of our predictions,
we will likely be able to improve the accuracy of the predictions. Structured prediction
problems [89] have seen a significant amount of research interest in recent years, and a
number of algorithms and techniques for training prediction models have been developed.
Of particular note are conditional random field models [73], and algorithms such as the
structured support vector machine [116]. Despite advances, they are still unable to scale
to large, high-dimensional datasets such as our trajectory bundle prediction problem. As
a result, if we wish to apply such algorithms directly to the image data, we would need
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(a) (b)
Figure 5-6: An illustration of trajectory bundles and the neighbors with maximal mutual
information in the training data from section5.1.1. The red, cyan, and magenta trajectories
make up the three bundles with greatest mutual information with the green bundle.
to considerably reduce the number of training samples compared to the nearest neighbor
classifier described above, thereby limiting the prediction performance.
Instead, we employ a different approach, where we learn a conditional random field
model to capture correlations in the output of the nearest neighbor classifier. The model
seeks to estimate the distribution
p(X|Xˆ) (5.9)
where X represents the true feasibility of the trajectory bundles, and Xˆ are the predictions
made by the nearest neighbor classifier. This approach is similar in spirit to the one em-
ployed in Liu et al. [77] which used a Markov random field model to combine the output
of a nearest neighbor prediction of scene labels.
In this approach, we formulate the problem as an inference problem where we are
attempting to infer the feasibility of each trajectory bundle, using the output of the nearest
neighbor classifier as noisy observations. We take the formalism of factor graphs [69,
9], to develop our models. Factor graph models provide a convenient way to describe
probabilistic models of complicated systems. Factor graphs are a class of bipartite graphs
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with two types of vertices. Nodes correspond to random variables, which in our case are
binary random variables representing whether a given trajectory bundle is feasible or not.
Factor vertices describe the local interactions between the variables that are connected to
the factor. A key question that remains is to identify a model structure that is captures
as much of the true dependencies as possible, while remaining computationally tractable
to perform inference over. This problem is called the graphical model structure learning
problem [39, 102].
We consider two different model structures. The first model is an independent-node,
shared-feature model. In this model, the nodes are treated as independent, however each
node depends on the outputs of the observations of nodes that have high mutual information
with it. The second model we look at is a Chow-Liu tree model [21]. Factor graphs for the
two models are shown in Figures 5-7 and 5-8.
5.2.1 Independent-Node Shared-Feature Model
For the independent-node model, we assume that all nodes are independent of one another,
but share features. In this model, we connect each node to the features (observations) from
the K nodes that have the highest mutual information. A factor graph representation of this
model with six nodes, and three shared features per node is shown in Figure 5-7. In this
model, we assume that
p(X|Xˆ) =
∏
xi∈X
p(xit|Xˆt) (5.10)
Because there are no explicit dependencies between the hidden variables (nodes), in-
ference and parameter learning in this model is very efficient. In addition, the learning
problem can be separated, with each node computed independently.
On the other hand, this model does not explicitly enforce consistency between the out-
put variables. For example, the statistics of the nodes are contractive, which means that
they are more likely to have the same value than to differ. While we would expect the out-
put of nodes that take into account many of the same features to produce consistent values
among them, nothing in the model explicitly enforces this.
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x0 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5
xˆ0 xˆ1 xˆ2 xˆ3 xˆ4 xˆ5
Figure 5-7: The factor graph representation of the independent-node shared-feature model
with 6 bundles, and 2 neighbors. The black boxes represent factors relating the nodes,
which are drawn as circles. The shading of the nodes indicate whether the variable is
observed, or must be inferred.
x0 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5
xˆ0 xˆ1 xˆ2 xˆ3 xˆ4 xˆ5
Figure 5-8: An example of the factor graph representation of the Chow-Liu tree model for
6 bundles.
5.2.2 Chow-Liu Tree Model
The second model that we investigate is a Chow-Liu tree model. The Chow-Liu method
seeks to approximate a joint probability distribution as the product of pairwise potentials.
The Chow-Liu algorithm provides a method for choosing which pairwise dependencies to
use in order to obtain the closest approximation to the original joint distribution in terms
of the Kullback-Leibler divergence. The algorithm proceeds in two steps. First, the mutual
information between all nodes is computed. The next step is to compute the maximum
spanning tree, using the mutual information between nodes as the edge weights. Any ef-
ficient spanning tree algorithm such as Kruzkal’s algorithm, or Prim’s algorithm may be
used. An example factor graph for a Chow-Liu tree model with six nodes is shown in
figure 5-8.
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5.2.3 CRF Prediction Performance
With the structure chosen using the two methods described above, we learn the maximum
likelihood model parameters using Schmidt’s undirected graphical model toolbox [101].
We trained both models on a subset of 10000 training examples from the world de-
scribed in 3. After learning the parameters for both models, we compared the prediction
performance on a held out test set consisting of 10000 samples. Figure 5-9 shows the ROC
curves for the two models alongside the prediction performance of just using the classifier
outputs (observations) directly.
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Figure 5-9: The ROC curves for the different CRF models, alongside the NN-classifier
baseline. The Chow-Liu tree model does not improve over the NN-classifier, but the
independent-node shared feature model significantly outperforms them both.
These results show that Chow-Liu model does not seem to provide any benefit over
using the nearest neighbor classifier directly. It appears that a tree model is not expressive
enough to capture the dependencies between the nodes. In contrast, the independent-node
model is able to leverage information contained in the predictions from many similar nodes
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to improve on the prediction performance for all of them. Investigation of further models,
with higher order structure may improve performance further, however this is left for future
work.
5.3 Planning Performance
We have shown that our nearest neighbor based classifier is able to predict which trajectory
bundles are feasible with reasonable accuracy. We now turn to using these predictions to
make planning decisions. We will show that the predictions are useful for making navi-
gation decisions that enable the vehicle to reach the goal without colliding with obstacles
much more frequently than when using a short range metric sensor alone. In addition, we
will show that the trajectory bundle feasibility predictions result in superior planning per-
formance compared to when the classifier predicts either the trajectory feasibility directly,
or an intermediate occupancy map.
For these tests, we set up the same type of simulation trials as discussed in section 3.2,
however, instead of augmenting the vehicle with a more powerful range sensor, we will use
our predictions based on cues from the monocular camera images.
A convenient aspect of the trajectory bundle representation is that it enables very simple
decision making. To identify which bundles are feasible, it is sufficient to simply thresh-
old the prediction confidence, and then treat the bundles that are above that threshold as
feasible. We use a threshold of 0.5 in the results that follow.
Based on our predictions of which trajectory bundles are feasible, we can project that
information back down to the underlying trajectory library by simply labeling all of the
component trajectories inside each bundle as feasible if the bundle is predicted to be feasi-
ble.
We then use the occupancy map built using the short range laser sensor to prune away
any false-positive trajectories that were predicted to be feasible, but are known to be in
collision. This provides some sanity checking, and short range obstacle avoidance, but
does not influence the long range predictions. The final set of predicted collision-free
trajectories are then used for planning using the same decision making rules as described
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in section 3.2. The heuristic cost to go from the end of each of the feasible trajectory is
evaluated, and the vehicle chooses to follow the feasible trajectory with the minimum cost
to go. The backtracking trajectory library is invoked if none of the trajectory bundles are
predicted to be feasible.
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Figure 5-10: A comparison of the success rate in reaching the goal with different prediction
methods. The nearest neighbor prediction with trajectory bundles outperforms the nearest
neighbor prediction of occupancy maps, and the trajectories directly. The plain neighbor
prediction results in performance similar to a 10m rangefinder. The independent-node CRF
improves the success rate to be similar to the 15m rangefinder.
Figure 5-10 demonstrates the planning performance of the vehicle using a number of
different prediction methods. As we can see, using the nearest neighbor based predictions
from the monocular camera imagery significantly outperforms the short range laser-only
case. Furthermore, we can see that there is a significant improvement that results from
predicting the feasibility of trajectory bundles.
Directly predicting the feasibility of individual trajectories performs almost as badly as
using the short range laser sensor alone. We believe that the poor performance is due to the
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damaging effect of random false positives. If a random trajectory is predicted as feasible
when it is not, and that trajectory has a small heuristic cost-to-go, the vehicle will follow
that trajectory even if none of the other similar trajectories are deemed to be feasible. As a
result, even if a classifier always predicts all but one trajectory correctly, if that trajectory is
a false positive with a low cost-to-go, the vehicle will likely collide with an obstacle. Since
a trajectory bundle represents a more abstract concept about a whole group of trajectories,
the classifier output is less likely to contain such damaging random false positives in its
output.
Making predictions based on the trajectory bundles also consistently outperforms the
predictions made by averaging the occupancy maps. The trajectory bundles capture the
structure of the problem better than the flat occupancy map, so averaging the feasibility of
the retrieved nearest neighbors provides more useful information for decision making.
All in all, the performance of the monocular image-based nearest neighbor prediction
methods gave the vehicle a similar success rate to when it had access to a 10m, 90◦ field of
view range sensor.
When we employed the CRF model, the success rate improved further. At shorter replan
intervals the CRF and the NN predictions perform pretty similarly. However, for replan
intervals greater than 5m it outperforms. The spatial CRF model increases the navigation
performance to be similar to the situation when the vehicle has access to a 15m range
camera.
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Chapter 6
Bayesian Filtering In The Space of
Trajectory Bundles
At each time step, the vehicle will take an action, and receive a measurement from its
sensors. This sequence of observations should continually improve the vehicle’s under-
standing of the environment around it. In the previous chapter, we introduced prediction
methods for predicting which trajectory bundles are feasible based on the sensor measure-
ments observed by the vehicle’s sensors at a given time step. However, rather than make
an independent prediction based on the latest measurement, we can improve the prediction
accuracy by taking into account the entire history of measurements.
Framed in this manner, we can think of the trajectory bundle prediction problem as a
state-estimation task where the state represents the feasibility of each bundle in the library.
Since we cannot be certain whether a given bundle is feasible based on noisy and ambigu-
ous sensor data, we instead estimate a belief over the feasibility of each trajectory bundle.
In state-estimation, Bayesian filtering has become the method of choice for estimating the
unknown state of the vehicle from a series of noisy measurements. In this chapter we de-
velop models that allows us to apply Bayesian filtering techniques in the space of trajectory
bundles.
Bayesian filtering algorithms seek to recursively estimate a belief over the state of the
system at time t, denoted Xt, from the history of actions taken a1:t, and the history of
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observations Z1:t.
bel(Xt) = p(Xt|Z1:t, a1:t) (6.1)
For our problem, the state Xt is a bitvector representing the feasibility of each of the
trajectory bundles. We will develop our models in terms of generic observations Z, how-
ever in practice, rather than use the raw sensor data as the input to our model, we will use
the output of the prediction models described in chapter 5. This means that we will actually
be computing the belief over X conditioned on the history of predictions Xˆ1:t.
bel(Xt) = p(Xt|Xˆ1:t, a1:t) (6.2)
6.1 Hidden Markov Models
One of the most commonly used models for temporal inference problems is the hidden
Markov model (HMM). In an HMM, it is assumed that the current state of the system is
independent of its history given the state at the previous time step.
p(Xt|X1, . . . , Xt−1) = p(Xt|Xt−1) (6.3)
Furthermore, it is assumed that the observations depend only on the state of the system at
the time when the measurement was taken.
p(Zt|X1, . . . , Xt) = p(Zt|Xt) (6.4)
The factor graph for an HMM is shown in Figure 6-1.
HMMs are attractive for their simplicity, and because efficient algorithms for perform-
ing inference and parameter learning in HMMs are well established [113]. For example,
if the state of the system can be represented as a (multi-variate) Gaussian, and the system
dynamics are linear, then Bayesian filtering can be solved using the well known Kalman
Filter [61]. The Kalman filter is a specific instance of a Bayesian filtering algorithm applied
to a hidden Markov model system with a linear models and a Gaussian belief.
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Figure 6-1: The factor graph representation of a Hidden Markov Model.
For discrete models, the belief over X is tracked as a multinomial distribution. The
discrete Bayes filtering algorithm computes bel(Xt) recursively, basing the current estimate
of the belief on the previous belief bel(Xt−1). The algorithm splits the computation into
two steps: the control update step, which computes
bel(Xt) =
∑
Xt−1
p(Xt|Xt−1, at)bel(Xt−1) (6.5)
and the measurement update step
bel(Xt) = ηp(Zt|Xt)bel(Xt) (6.6)
where η is a normalizing constant.
Unfortunately our trajectory bundle library representation does not lend itself to a single
discrete state representation as required by an HMM model. If we have n bundles, then
the state of the system can be thought of as an n-dimensional bitvector. That means that
the single discrete state must take on 2n values. For extremely simple systems or short
planning horizons, one might be able to use a small enough number of bundles that this
would be feasible, however for the system described in chapter 3 we use 121 bundles. By
considering bundles instead of the underlying trajectories we reduce the number of states in
the system considerably, however, using a single discrete state representation is still clearly
computationally infeasible.
Fortunately, we can leverage the inherent structure among the trajectory bundles to
factor the model into more manageable pieces. Such factored temporal models are often
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called dynamic Bayes nets (DBNs) [86].
6.2 Dynamic Bayes Network Models
The feasibility of different clusters are correlated with each other both in space and across
time due to their dependence on the underlying structure of the environment. If we knew
the true underlying state of the environment, then, conditioned on this map, the bundle
feasibilities at all time steps would be conditionally independent of each other. However,
this environmental structure is exactly the information that we are trying to estimate. While
the trajectories will be correlated, the extent of this correlation will depend on the spatial
layout. For example, clusters that overlap or cross over each other are more likely to be
correlated than ones that go in opposite directions.
It is important to note however, that these correlations extend beyond simple geometric
overlap due to the non-uniform statistics of obstacles in the environment. Two clusters that
are very close to one another but do not overlap will still be correlated due to the possibility
that they are both colliding with the same obstacle in the environment. That being said, the
strength of these correlations will likely vary significantly, and be depend on the underlying
spatial overlap of the trajectory clusters.
The relative strengths of the correlations means that in practice we can treat many of
the clusters as independent. These independence assumptions between trajectories are what
separates the DBN from a HMM model. By factoring the probability distribution further
using these conditional independence assumptions the computational complexity is signif-
icantly reduced.
Unfortunately, as can be seen in Figure 6-2, the resulting graph still has a number of
cycles. This means that exact inference will be computationally intractable. While ap-
proximate inference methods such as loopy belief propagation [87] have seen considerable
success for many problems, it is usually assumed that the model parameters (potential func-
tions) are either known, or can be tuned by hand.
We seek to discover an effective temporal model for the dependencies between clusters.
This means that we must learn both the structure of the model, as well as its parameters.
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Figure 6-2: The factor graph representation of a Simplified Dynamic Bayes Net Model
with 4 nodes. The missing edges are drawn by dashed red lines.
We first focus on the challenge of choosing an appropriate structure.
6.3 Bayes Filter Model
For simplicity, we investigate a model where we assume that each node will depend on
the action taken, and a small number of parent nodes. Let xi ∈ X be a random variable
indicating whether trajectory bundle βi is feasible. For each bundle, we model the temporal
dynamics of the state as
p(xit|Xt−1, at−1) = p(xit|xp1t−1, . . . , xpkt−1, at−1) (6.7)
where xpit−1 ∈ Xt−1 represents the ith parent. The factor graph representation for such a
model with two parents is shown in figure 6-3. Even with this simplification, we must still
decide which parents each node will depend on, and the parameters of the factor.
As in the case of the spatial model, the geometric overlap between clusters (when trans-
formed by the action), will result in different strengths of dependencies between clusters
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Figure 6-3: The factor graph representation of our Bayesian filter model. The factor graph
is drawn for a model where each node has two parents. We use plate notation to designate
the repeated structure of each node associated with two parents.
across time. Rather than use a heuristic measure based on geometry, we learned the best
structure from data. We explored using between one and three parent nodes.
We discretized the continuous action space of the vehicle, and then for each node we
chose the set of parents independently for each action. To determine which parents would
be the most informative, for each bundle, we computed the conditional distribution for all
sets of possible parents. Parent sets that are very informative should produce a conditional
probability table with very low entropy, while uninformative parents will have high entropy.
We select the parents that minimize the conditional entropy in the distribution over the
transition dynamics. The minimum conditional entropy of the empirical distribution of
p(xit|xp1t−1, . . . , xpkt−1) computed for two parents is:
argmin
p1,p2
H(xit|xp1t−1, xp2t−1) =
∑
xit,x
p1
t−1,x
p2
t−1
p(xit, x
p1
t−1, x
p2
t−1)log
(
p(xit)
p(xit, x
p1
t−1, x
p2
t−1)
)
(6.8)
As shown in figure 6-4, the trajectories in the selected parent bundles have significant spa-
tial overlap, once the transformed by the action.
The empirical conditional distribution is used as the potential for the temporal factor
in the model. This approach to learning the model structure is related to the minimum
description length approach presented by Friedman and Goldszmidt [38].
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(a) (b)
Figure 6-4: An illustration of trajectory bundles and their parents with minimum condi-
tional entropy for a sharp left action. The considered trajectory bundle is drawn in green,
and the pair of parents are drawn in red and cyan. In (a) the bundles are shown originating
from the same origin. In (b), we transform the parent bundles to originate from the initial
pose before the vehicle took the action. Once transformed by the motion, the trajectories
in the bundles have more overlap.
6.4 Inference
With the models described as above, we can compute the posterior feasibility estimate,
combining the spatial and temporal models. Since each node depends only on its observa-
tion, and the distribution over the feasibility of its parent nodes at the previous time step,
we able able to compute the posterior probability independently for each node. In addition,
since we condition on the belief at the previous time step, the posterior probability can be
computed using the law of total probability.
For each bundle βi we compute the prediction using the independent node spatial CRF
model discussed in the chapter 5. The output of the model is a prediction of the feasibility
of each trajectory conditioned on the underlying features computed from the sensor data
p(xit|Xˆt).
Based on the motion executed, we can lookup the parents p1 and p2 of node i, and the
associated conditional probability table p(xit|xp1t−1, xp2t−1). Having kept track of our belief
for the parents from the previous time step bel(xp1t−1) and bel(x
p2
t−1), We multiply these
probabilities, along with the observation probability to obtain our posterior estimate of the
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Figure 6-5: A comparison of the prediction performance in terms of the ROC curves for the
temporal filtering with different numbers of parents. The temporal filtering does not seem
to be particularly sensitive to the number of parents used, as all models provide a similar
improvement.
trajectory bundle feasibility.
bel(xit) ∝ p(xit|xp1t−1, xp2t−1)bel(xp1t−1)bel(xp2t−1)p(xit|Xˆt) (6.9)
6.5 Prediction Accuracy
We evaluated the prediction accuracy of the filtering model with different numbers of par-
ents by comparing their receiver operator characteristic curves. The prediction performance
evaluation was conducted on the same held-out dataset as was used previously in sec-
tion 5.1.1. The test data was generated by navigating the vehicle between random locations
in the test environment, so we have the temporal sequence of actions, along with the sensor
measurements, and feasibility of trajectory bundles at each sample point.
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As can be seen in figure 6-5, temporal filtering provided a performance improvement
over the predictions from the spatial CRF. The temporal filtering model does not seem to be
particularly sensitive to the number of parents, but two parents slightly outperformed one
or three parents. As a result, we will restrict our attention to two parents going forward.
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Figure 6-6: An illustrations of where the temporal filtering provides the most improvement.
(a) plots the area under the ROC curve for each individual trajectory bundle. (b) draws
the trajectory bundle exemplars, colored by the increase in the area under the ROC curve.
Magenta trajectories received the largest improvement, while cyan trajectories saw the least
improvement.
One interesting point to note is to look at which trajectory bundles receive the most
benefit from the temporal smoothing. As we noted in figure 5-3, the prediction performance
of the nearest neighbor classifier is significantly lower for the bundles at the extremes of
the trajectory library. This is likely due to the fact, that most of the area through which
these bundles pass is actually outside the field of view of the camera.
If we perform the same analysis, and look at the area under the ROC curve for the
predictions with the temporal filtering, we can see that these are in fact the areas where
we gain the most improvement. Figure 6-6 shows the area under the ROC curve for each
trajectory bundle. The areas with the greatest improvement are the trajectory bundles that
go towards the sides, and straight ahead. Intuitively, the areas to the sides should be helped
the most by the temporal smoothing since these areas would likely have been in the field of
view previously, and one would expect that the prior predictions from when those parts of
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the environment were visible will be more accurate than the extrapolation from what is cur-
rently visible. As a result, conditioning our predictions on the past history of observations
should be expected to improve the accuracy of our predictions.
6.6 Planning Performance
In addition to improving the prediction accuracy in terms of the area under the ROC curve,
temporal filtering in the space of trajectory bundles significantly improves the planning
performance. We once again compare the success rate of the navigator in reaching the goal
as we change the interval between replan steps.
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Figure 6-7: A comparison of the success rate in reaching the goal with different prediction
methods. The Bayesian temporal filtering provides a significant improvement in the success
rate. The improvement becomes more pronounced as the distance between replan steps
increases. The planning performance with the temporal filtering is similar to that obtained
with a 30m rangefinder.
Figure 6-7 shows the success rate of the vehicle in reaching the goal for the model
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with and without temporal filtering. Initially, for short replan distances, all of the models
perform roughly the same, however as the replan distances get larger, the temporal filtering
model significantly outperforms the others. The performance is largely similar to the case
where the vehicle carries a hypothetical rangefinder sensor with a maximum range of 30m.
An additional qualitative benefit is that the path taken by the vehicle is smoother. Without
the temporal smoothing, the predictions can jump around considerably as the vehicle moves
through the environment. However, the temporal filtering makes it so that the predictions
have history, and don’t change as quickly.
6.6.1 Combining Predictions with Range Sensing
The approaches presented in this thesis are largely aimed at situations where accurate met-
ric sensing is not feasible to obtain, however, even if the vehicle does have access to a
powerful range sensor, the predictions should be able to improve the navigation perfor-
mance by allowing the vehicle to make inferences about regions that are occluded from the
range sensor. To investigate this possibility we ran a further set of experiments where we
combine the predictions made by our prediction system with the more accurate collision
checking capability that is provided by a longer range sensor.
As the vehicle moves through the environment, we accumulate the sensor measure-
ments from the laser rangefinder into an occupancy map. This allows us to perform col-
lision checking of the trajectory library. The collision checking partitions the trajectories
in the trajectory library into three groups: trajectories that are known to collide with an
obstacle, trajectories that are entirely in known free space, and finally trajectories that pass
through some unknown regions.
For this last set of trajectories that pass through the unknown regions, we assign the
value output by our temporal filtering model. Figure 6-8 shows the improvement in the
planning performance provided by augmenting the range sensing with the predictions from
our system. When replanning every 11m, the vehicle is able to reach the goal just over 60%
of the time, compared to only 40% of the time using the range sensing alone.
The two sensing modalities were combined in a very loose arrangement. The perfor-
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Figure 6-8: A comparison of the success rate in reaching the goal with different prediction
methods. When we combine our predictions with the metric information from the 30m
rangefinder, we see a significant improvement in the success rate of reaching the goal.
mance of the combination could probably be improved further by using the range measure-
ments directly as features in the prediction models.
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Chapter 7
Experimental Analysis
In addition to the simulation experiments presented in the previous chapters, we have con-
ducted a preliminary analysis of our algorithm on a challenging real-world dataset. The
data allows us to investigate the prediction accuracy of the nearest neighbor based classi-
fier presented in chapter 5. However, since the data was collected passively, with a person
driving the vehicle, we were unable to investigate the closed loop decision making perfor-
mance. In the future, we hope to extend such experiments to evaluate the decisions made
by our system.
Testing the system in the real world allows us to investigate whether the assumptions
made by our algorithm are overly restrictive. The core assumption that is made by our
algorithms is that the training data used to build the models and make predictions will have
similar structure to testing data. If the training data differs considerably from the testing
data then the predictions are unlikely to be accurate. The likelihood of encountering such
situations can be reduced by ensuring that the vehicle is trained with a large and diverse
training set. In addition, it will be important to ensure that the features used are powerful
enough to generalize to new environments.
Even with a large dataset however, certain situations could cause problems. A particu-
larly pathological case would be if the vehicle encounters a large mural in the environment
that would present fake perspective cues to the vehicle’s camera sensor. Since the image
features used by our algorithms currently consider only a single image, the system would
be unable to differentiate between a flat picture of a scene, and the actual 3D geometry that
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was depicted. As a result, the fake perspective cues could draw the vehicle into a collision.
These issues could be mitigated by enriching the features used for prediction to include
other cues such as parallax from motion between image frames. Such improvements are
left for future work. For the current analysis, we use the same features as the simulations.
7.1 Data Collection
The data was collected using the Robust Robotics Group’s autonomous wheelchair plat-
form [46], shown in figure 7-1. The vehicle was outfitted with a number of sensors in-
cluding cameras and lidar sensors. The sensor data was logged to disk, and post-processed
offline.
While the wheelchair is capable of turning in place, it was driven such that it was always
moving forward at a constant speed. By driving in this manner, the vehicle’s dynamics
could be approximated by the Dubins vehicle model used in our simulations. The path
followed by the vehicle is shown by the blue lines in figure 7-2.
The data was collected in the underground parking garage of the Stata Center at MIT
during three data collection sessions. The data was collected at times when only a few
cars were parked in the garage. This was done to ensure that the locations of the parked
cars were likely to be randomly distributed across the environment. Between sessions, the
layout of the cars changed, as can be seen in the maps in figure 7-2.
The maps were created based on the 2D planar lidar data using SLAM system devel-
oped in [3]. The maps output by the SLAM algorithm were subsequently manually cleaned
to remove noise, and fill holes in the map.
We spatially downsample the camera data to produce an image every .25m. Across the
three data collection sessions, we recorded roughly 9.5k images. Examples of the images
captured by the vehicles camera are shown in figure 7-3.
Using the position estimate from the SLAM algorithm, we registered the images to the
occupancy map. To label each image sample, we computed the trajectory bundle feasibility
using the occupancy map. We employed the same trajectory bundle library, and underlying
trajectory library as in the simulations.
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Figure 7-1: A picture of the robust robotics group’s autonomous wheelchair. The vehicle
is outfitted with a number of sensors including cameras and lidars that we use to collect
data.
7.2 Evaluation
We split the dataset into a training set, and a testing set. The training set consisted of the
data from two of the data collection sessions for a total of 8087 training samples. The
testing set was taken from the third data collection session, and consisted of 1474 test
images.
As we did in chapter 5, we employed a nearest neighbor classifier with the GIST feature
descriptor to retrieve images from the training database. The retrieved images were used
to predict whether each bundle in the trajectory bundle library is feasible from the vantage
point where the image was taken.
As a first experiment, we qualitatively investigated the images retrieved by our nearest
neighbor classifier, using the GIST image descriptor. As can be seen in figure 7-3, in many
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(a) (b)
Figure 7-2: Occupancy maps of the Stata Center parking garage during two of the data
collection sessions. Obstacles are drawn in black, while free space is white. The path of
the vehicle during the data collection session is drawn by the blue line. While the gross
structure of the walls and pillars does not change between sessions, different cars were
parked in different places in each data collection session.
cases, the retrieved images have a fairly similar layout of obstacles to the query image. The
fine details are often different, but the gross environmental layout in terms of the pillars
and cars are similar. The spatial invariance provided by reasoning about the world in terms
of trajectory bundles should allow the retrieved scenes to be informative, even though they
do not match the query scene exactly.
In other situations the retrieved images seem to be very different, and the predictions
are unlikely to be useful. These errors may be due to the lack of specificity in the GIST
feature descriptor. Other features might provide richer and more accurate information with
which to make the retrievals. Another problem may simply be the small database size.
With only 8K images in the database, there are bound to be many scenes for which none of
the scenes in the database are similar.
In addition to this qualitative analysis, we computed the receiver operator characteristic
curves of the nearest neighbor classifier at different ranges. As was the case in the simu-
lation experiments, the prediction accuracy, as measured by the area under the ROC curve
increases at shorter ranges. However, for all ranges, the prediction accuracy is less than in
the simulation. Despite the reduced prediction accuracy, the predictions are still better than
random.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 7-3: Examples of the images retrieved by the GIST feature distance on the parking
garage data. The left column shows the query image. The images to the right show the
three nearest neighbors in the database.
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Figure 7-4: A comparison of the prediction performance in terms of the ROC curves for
our nearest neighbor classifier using GIST features to make trajectory bundle predictions
at different ranges.
Further investigation will be required to determine whether such predictions are accu-
rate enough to improve planning. For the current analysis, we use the algorithms “as is”,
however for a deployed system, it is expected that further modifications to the algorithms,
and components used could significantly improve the performance. While the individual
modules may change, we believe that the trajectory bundle prediction and planning frame-
work presented in this thesis will provide a useful paradigm to frame the perception and
planning problem.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
In this thesis we have presented the trajectory bundle representation, and developed algo-
rithms for using trajectory bundles for perception. We have presented a proof of concept
system that employs trajectory bundles to understand the world around us. The models in
our systems are all built from data, and are general enough to allow significant extensions
and broad applicability.
We have developed a trajectory clustering algorithm that can be used to group trajecto-
ries into trajectory bundles. We developed algorithms for learning discriminative models to
predict which trajectory bundles are feasible from local sensor data such as camera images.
We then developed models to reason about the structure inherent in these predictions. A
conditional random field model was used to reason about the correlations between trajec-
tory bundles in space, taking into account the fact that the bundles will be correlated due
to the fact that they will often collide with the same obstacle, or pass through the same
opening. Finally, we developed a Bayesian filtering model to take into account the history
of sensor measurements to improve the accuracy of our predictions.
In all, the trajectory bundle representation provided a useful way to structure our learn-
ing, prediction, and planning algorithms.
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8.1 Future Work
We have developed a proof of concept system to explore the use of trajectory bundles.
While the results have been encouraging, we believe that we have just barely scratched the
surface on an exciting direction in robotics research. As such, there is considerable future
work that would be interesting to explore.
Higher Dimensions For simplicity, we have tested our algorithms on a system with a 2D
Dubins dynamics model. None of the presented approaches make any assumptions about
the 2D nature of the data or model, in particular, we do not make assumptions about a flat
ground plane that allows us to project image features to a euclidean space. It will be inter-
esting to see how the presented algorithms scale to planning problems in higher dimensions.
A particular challenge will be determining a reasonable trajectory library, and associated
library of trajectory bundles. With more degrees of freedom, the system will likely need
more underlying trajectories to maintain coverage. However, the abstractions provided by
reasoning in terms of trajectory bundles should still allow the creation of relatively compact
models.
Richer Dynamics In addition, to understanding vehicles that operate in 3D space, we
must also consider vehicles with richer dynamics, for example, vehicles that move at vari-
able speeds. This may be able to be handled by reasoning about a trajectory bundle library
with various planning horizons, and simply expanding the trajectory library to contain tra-
jectories with more varied dynamics. We have defined our planning horizon in terms of
distance (which is equivalent to time for a constant velocity vehicle), but for a vehicle that
operates are various speeds, it may be preferable to construct the trajectory bundles from
trajectories that operate over a fixed time horizon. Determining a reasonable similarity
metric between trajectories with more diverse dynamics, and a structure for the trajectory
bundles will be a challenge.
Multiple Horizons It may also be useful to reason about and maintain a belief over tra-
jectory bundle libraries that extend out to multiple sensing horizons. We believe that this
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approach would provide a number of benefits, however it will require careful thought as
to how to incorporate the different range and overlapping predictions for planning. A key
challenge therein will be how to trade off between the higher confidence at shorter ranges,
with the increased progress at longer ranges. The shorter range predictions will require
more reliance on the heuristic cost-to-go metric.
Theoretical Analysis We have designed the trajectory bundle library based on our ex-
perience and intuitive understanding of the challenges at hand. A deeper understanding
of their theoretical properties in terms of coverage and completeness would be very infor-
mative. This research could entail optimality bounds in terms of their use for planning. It
could also shed light on the desired properties for constructing the trajectory bundle library.
A very nice outcome would be to not require the designer to exercise as much judgment in
creating the trajectory bundle library.
Global Planning In the thesis, we developed algorithms for local planning and decision
making. The estimated belief over the feasibility of trajectory bundles allow us to react
to, and avoid obstacles from a much greater range than is possible when relying on metric
information alone. However, we rely on a simple heuristic cost-to-go metric to provide
guidance from the prediction horizon to the goal. As the vehicle navigates through the
environment, it may find itself in a position where it needs to backtrack. In these situations,
the planning performance would benefit from better global guidance that takes previous
experience into account. The trajectory bundle representation is a local representation of
the environment. It aids in interpreting the noisy and ambiguous sensor data measured by
the vehicles sensors. It would be useful to investigate how these local predictions could be
aggregated into a global representation that could inform navigation when the vehicle must
backtrack.
Information Gathering The decision rules employed to guide the vehicle based on our
belief over the feasibility of trajectory bundles do not account for the ability of the vehicle
to choose actions that will reduce its uncertainty. We believe that the estimated distribution
over trajectory bundles would allow the development of algorithms that take into account
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information gathering when choosing which trajectory to follow. Such extensions of the
algorithms could significantly improve the navigation performance in some situations.
Richer Models In this thesis we developed a Bayesian filtering model to estimate a belief
over the feasibility to trajectory bundles. In a number of situations we have made simplify-
ing assumptions that make the probabilistic models easier to learn from data, and perform
inference over. As such, the power of our computational models are potentially limited in
their inference power. Developing richer models could significantly improve the prediction
performance of the algorithms. Of particular interest would be to investigate methods for
learning the structure and parameters of dynamic Bayesian networks.
Real World Testing Finally, the learning, and testing presented this thesis were mostly
performed in simulation. While the simulation allowed us to explicitly control more vari-
ables, and gather a better understanding of the problem, there will undoubtedly be signifi-
cant further challenges that must be overcome to deploy the presented algorithms on a real
robot. We have explicitly constrained the approaches to be general enough that they should
transfer over to the real world, however improvements may be necessary.
One area in particular that will require further investigation is on the low level vision
processing. We employed a nearest neighbor classifier, retrieving similar scenes to the
query image by looking at the distance in terms of the GIST feature distance. To handle the
full visual richness of the real world in terms of variable lighting, texture, and geometry,
other features will likely provide significant improvement. Combining features computed
from other sensing modalities such as optical flow, stereo triangulation, or lidar range mea-
surements would also be very interesting.
In addition, we have assumed that the vehicle will be able to execute the selected tra-
jectory exactly, and with no errors. In the real world, this is obviously not possible. We
believe that a planning system such as the one presented in the thesis would provide effec-
tive higher level guidance to the vehicle, but it would need to be integrated with low level
controllers, and obstacle avoidance routines.
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Other Possibilities Beyond these potential areas for future work, we hope that this thesis
will inspire research in a number of directions that we have not considered. Hopefully, this
will enable new lines of research that will further advance the capabilities of autonomous
robots.
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